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International students adapt to U.S. culture
By Ivan F. Bergman
Special to the Spanatt Daily

SJSU International
About 791 students at SJSU are from another
country. The numbers below reflect those who
were enrolled in Fall 1995.

N. America
Middle 4%
East

2% Latin America
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1% Africa
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Source International Student Services
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Mayumi Monda came to SJSU from
Hiroshima more than six years ago to
get a degree in interior design. Like
the 800 other international students at
SJSU, she left family and friends to
come thousands of miles to a place
where she had no one.
Monda had to learn to speak, read
and write English fluently. She had to
adjust to American society and classrooms. Now that she is ready to graduate, she must decide whether to eventually return to Japan or stay in the
United States permanently.
International students at SJSU like
Monda face a whole different set of
problems in reaching graduation than

Music merges
Dance
jazzy classes

do their American counterparts. These
problems include being continents
away from home, understanding
English, adjusting to the culture and
deciding where to go after graduation.
Last semester, over 500 international
students at SJSU were seniors or graduate students. Many will stay in the
United States. After investing so much
of their adult lives here, they will have
difficulty readjusting to their native
societies. Many find that America’s free
society allows them to explore new
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There’s more possibility for a woman to get a job here
because there’s a lot of sexual discrimination in Japan.
Matyumi Monda
SJSU student from Japan

their native countries.
"There’s more possibility for a
I’m going to get practical training woman to get a job here because
here for a year. After that, I’ll try to there’s a lot of sexual discrimination in
look for a job in the Bay Area," Monda Japan," Monda said.
Yi-Wei Lee, a junior from Taiwan who
said.
Many female international students is studying hospitality management
find greater opportunities here than in agrees. I think men here have more
Iptions.

respect for women," she said. "In
Taiwan, men never open doors for
women."
Some students, of course, are planning to return to their native countries.
Graduates with American university
educations, and the accompanying abilSee International,Page 6

into the day...

Repertory ensembles come
together, remember student
By Russell Hall
Spartan Dolly Staff Writer

It was a concert that Michael Andrade would have
enjoyed. Lots of instruments and different sounds,
making music which was both intriguing and enjoyable.
It is appropriate then that the Monday lunch-time
concert in the Student Union Amphitheater was in
honor of the 32-year-old music major, who died in
March of a heart condition.
Andrade was himself proficient at several instruments including classical piano, clarinet, electroacoustic music and saxophone. The appreciative audience was treated to music from all over the world from
two large musical ensembles.
Both ensembles come from two classes taught by
Royal Hartigan. World Repertory Ensemble members
are enrolled in Music 157, a class mixing AfricanAmerican music with a jazz flavor. West African
Drumming members are a part of Music 165, students
are taught both the recreational and religious music of
See Music,Back page

Crusade quest
By Eddie Zacapa
Spartan Daily Editor
Imagine being asked what you think about God and
Jesus Christ out of the blue while eating lunch or walking to class on campus.
Well, that’s what Campus Crusade for Christ did,
with a number of other questions such as, "What role
does religion play in your life? What do you find enjoyment in? And what happens to you when you die?"
Crusade members went around the SJSU campus
asking students what they thought about these issues a
month ago and put together a45 minute video, which
was shown Tuesday night at the Loma Prieta Room in
the Student Union.
Fifty people showed up to watch the video and a few
stayed and asked questions and sought out more information.
"I know one girl from Crusade who brought her
friend and her friend was asking questions," said Tim

Putt ,

Just a peek into the San Jose Dance Theatre on April 26, the day 19
SJSU gung-ho photographers were unleashed on San Jose in an

.-

thi,

attempt to capture the soul of this diverse city in a 24 -hour period. See
the fruits of their labor in this week’s Etc.

See Crusade,Back page

Spanish for library: Biblioteca has more than just books
By Jennifer Johnson
Spartan Daily Staff Miter

The Biblioteca Latino Americana
library (BLA) offers an array of literature
in Latino languages as well as in English.
The library offers everything from a
children’s section to Stephen King novels
to user manuals for computers and software along with books on theater, Latino
poetry, art and history.
The library was assembled as part of a
community effort more than 20 years ago
by neighborhood parents who were worried about their children not having access
to bilingual literature.

In the beginning it ran on "the
honor system" out of a closet at
the Sacred Heart convent, according to Head Librarian Linda
Mendez-Ortiz.
In 1975, a proposal was submitted to the Library Services
Construction Act. The state
accepted the proposal for the
bilingual library and allocated
$127,537 for a two-year project.
BLA took over the Sacred Heart building on Locust Street in 1978. In the same
year the San Jose Library department
helped to make BLA a branch of the San
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Professor of Foreign
Languages Celia Zapata who
teaches Latin-Ann -it an literature sends her students to B1A.
Linda Mendez-Ortiz
Its not ea -a to find
librarian
head
enough volumes In (LatinAmerican) authoi s.
Zapata
said. She said het st udents can
find the books, join nals and
periodicals they need at BLA
such as Nobel Prize winning
Jose City Library and it has been expandwriters Gabriella Mistral from I Itilli iiid
ing ever since.
"(We have) a lot of back up for the Gabriel Garcia-Marquez from 1ii
"It’s very rewarding that ’het iiiLia
Chicano Studies curriculum," Mendezthese books from the library,’
Ortiz said.

Al 1 staff is bilingual and the library is free.
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Straczynski wrote all 22
J. Michael Stracaynki wrote all 22 episodes
of "Babylon 5’s"third season.
"I get three or four hours of sleep a night.,"
he said. "If I was writing all the shows it
would be a 16-hour-a-day job. If I were
just producing it would be an 18-hour-aday job. So I’ve got a math problem."
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VP family-friend& policies
Citing the spirit of Mother’s Day,
Vice President Al Gore urged
companies Wednesday to adopt
family-friendly" policies that help
employees cope with the
pressures of work and home.
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Chernobyl’s lesson is forgotten

Nuclear reactors present danger to world
th.

Paul Eiser

Ihave had enough. I reached my breaking point. I
lost 115% faith.
We all have some kind of deity to follow. It could
be Mother Nature, God, Buddha, Mohammed or
Patriotism that you follow. We have these figures to
lead us and they all have rules they created to follow
for our benefit.
I may not be an expert, but every religion or country has rules and laws that say the same thing. Thou
shall not kill, steal, lie, commit adultery, etc. Ever
since the beginning of civilization these laws have
been in effect for the betterment of mankind and the
planet.
Well, I have seen too much of the above. From
tobacco executives saying cigarettes are not harmful
to gun advocates saying, "Guns don’t kill people, people kill people."
Did you know it is the tenth anniversary of
Chernobyl? You know, the nuclear reactor that
exploded on April 26, 1986 and spit out at least eight
tons of radioactive poison all over the planet, 200
times more radioactivity than was released at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Did you know that this catastrophe is still unresolved and that Chernobyl Units One and Three
whose control rooms share a wall with Unit Four,
where the explosion occurred are still running,
producing nuclear power? Unit Two was shut down in
the early 90s after a fire that threatened a replay of
the first catastrophe. Officials plan to reopen it this
year.

This is what put me over the edge. After reading to solve our little squabbles, then there is
several articles on the subject of Chernobyl and no hope.
nuclear power and finding out that after all we know,
I just know someone is watching
we, the human race, still want to build more nuclear all this and saying to themselves,
reactors, like the one at Chernobyl, and live off "What are they doing to this
nuclear energy.
great planet and society I creatAccidents at nuclear power plants have killed thou- ed?"
sands of people and have the potential to kill millions.
I may not be religious, but
Chernobyl’s runoff threatens the water supply of tens I know that every "god" is
of millions of people. Its airborne fallout has led to a looking down here and
massive increase in thyroid cancer rates in the sur- thinking to themselves,
rounding area, and may have effects as far away as "What did I do wrong?"
Connecticut. It has been salt! that the United States
I do not even know why I
suffered "a four-month-long radiation epidemic" in am writing this. I do not
the summer of 1986, with a 13 percent rise in infant believe for a second I can
mortality rates nationwide in June alone.
make a difference. Oh, sure
So you would think that the people who make and a few of you might read this
run nuclear reactors would learn something from and think to yourself, "You
this. Nope. According to a report published by The know, he is right." But nothNation, western reactor makers are desperate for busi- ing will change. All of you will
ness and see Chernobyl and its unstable reactors in just go back to your criminal,
Eastern Europe as a "post-apocalypse financial bonan- polluting, damning ways.
za." Governments are unwilling to shut down the
There will be others who will
reactors in operation now, complaining they will not think, "He is a maniac."
be able to exist without the power. What did we do
I do not care. Not anymore.
before nuclear power? Sit in the dark?
If Chernobyl does not stop the nuclear power Paul Eiser is a Spartan Daily Staff
industry, can anything? What will it take before we Wnter.
stop deadly practices like nuclear proliferation? The
end of life on Earth?
If in the face of all we know we can still smoke,
drink to excess, pollute the planet with chemicals,
radiation and poisons, and resort to killing each other

c_}

DANGER

From the heart

Students only hurt themselves by cheating on finals
Finals are creeping up for a lot of let me backtrack to a particular
SJSU college students this next week time this semester when I was
and the pressure to do well is defi- faced with the pressure to cheat
nitely there. Staying pure for our finals is on a midterm and Idid not.
It was a cold, cloudy morning
of utter importance. At least that’s what
and I had gotten four hours of
Mr Roger’s Neighborhood would say, right?
Some students feel that studying and sleep the night before. I had a
earning a grade are goody-two-shoes copy of my midterm, which my
things to do. Students actually say,’There friend in my class had given me,
is nothing wrong with cheating if you in my hand and was sitting in a
don’t get caught." They do not see any- chair at the Event Center Spdrts Club by
thing wrong with the dishonest action. the weight room. I was memorizing
Well ... let me and Mr. Rogers pull your answers to my test which was going to
take minutes later.
leg for a while ... here we go, ready?
But something was wrong. I suddenly
Cheating is wrong and is for losers. If
you can not do it yourself (pass a test or do felt something in my gut that told me that
your own paper) then do not do it at all. what I was doing was unethical. I felt like
This is where you do not follow the advice the Man Upstairs was staring down at me
of the Nike commercial slogan Just do it, with a look like, "What are you doing kid?"
I began to think about the conserather Just don’t do it. What students need
to do is just do it the right way by studying quences of not cheating. I would probably
get
an "F" on the test, especially because 1
for their tests.
Maybe cheating on tests is the rhetoric had not even purchased the book yet.
And then I was faced with the dilemna
that is going around with some folks, but
1

Letters to

EDDIE
ZACAPA

"There is job pressure and academic
pressure," Terry said. "I also find that a lot
of family pressure the responsibility to
take care of children and family takes time
and they can’t study appropriately."
Terry said that is still no excuse.
Students can always take advantage of the
support services on campus and not put
themselves in that kind of situation, Terry
said.
To go through college by getting the
answers dishonestly and copying papers
will leave students with a passe attitude of
life and an empty diploma. I may have to
take my course again next semester but at
least I will earn my grade and know I did
not lie to myself, the college and the Man
Upstairs.
Studying is not just a Mr. Rogers thing
to do, it’s the right thing to do.
Eddie Zacapa is the Spartan Daily Sports
Editor.

the Editor

Sexist columinist
has appalling views
Appalled and embarrassing are
just a couple of words that could
be used with regards to Mr. Eddie
Zacapa’s editorial titled "Women
are more than sex objects" in the
Spartan Daily’s May 2 issue. First,
he used terms in his article that
did not contain the least bit of
humor. It is bad enough that we
have excessive amounts of perverts
in today’s world. We don’t need
another one in the bookstores of
America. If he did not want to "risk
getting a lump in [his] pants without fear of anyone knowing," then
he should have bought the magazine discretely and finished his
business at home.
And now with regards to his
women issue. I am sure with his
lack of experience and youthful
wit that he does not have a secure
relationship, especially if he thinks
in the lines of whistling to every
female he finds attractive or _just
checking out her "nice pack of...,"
when it comes to obsessing
women. Maybe the way the "old Ed
mister" thinks is why he personally
has relationships that do go "down

the tubes." I am no expert or saint
for that matter on the topic of
women, but I do know that women
should be treated equally, fairly,
and with full respect, even when
one is looking at them.
Furthermore, how the hell can
you say you would not treat women
in any horny or lusty fashion like
you would not with your sisters,
and that you "would defend her
and make sure she was not
seduced by some walking hormone," with comments in your
article such as these? Look buddy, I
feel you should take a good long
look at yourself in the mirror and
tell yourself what you see and what
kind of person you really are
because your article is hideous,
embarrassing
and
full
of
hypocrisies.
However, you do bring out some
intelligent points about women or
people in general, that the inside
is what counts. And yes, what is so
good about an apple if it has a
worm in it? I have always felt that
relationships do start better if the
friendship attribute starts first. It is
very rare for a relationsnip to
remain successful if it starts or is
based only on the lusty picture and
not the friendship-companionship
factor that really counts in the long
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run, at least according in my book
of love. It also seems to me that
you have found a way to place a
personal ad while still getting paid
or credit for it. Good luck to your
future with women and I hope you
find yourself.
Michael Amorosa
Business Administration

Kudos to columnist
for his sensitivity
I wanted to commend opinion
page writer Eddie Zacapa on his
article titled "Women Are More
Than Sex Objects - It’s The Inside
That
Counts"
printed
on
Thursday, May 2, 1996.
Since I have been an active participant of SJSU’s Campus Climate
Committee, led by President Caret
and his Special Assistant Gabe
Reyes, I have found myself sensitive to the inappropriate behaviors
and inhuman treatment towards
women and people of ethnic
descent. And I myself have been
the brunt of such segregation. Just
recently, I was the victim of ignorance and stereotypes. A Saratoga
councilman invited me, a co-work-
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that I already had cases flooded into her office in 1993-94
the answers locked and 46th 199495.
into my brain.
Do not let the recent decline fool you.
How could I not
"I hope there are fewer cases, but it is
cheat if I took the possible that they just aren’t getting
test?
reported as much anymore," Terry said.
Students could just not be getting
So with a big
breath and then caught anymore. My friend in my class,
... another big who gave me the test, went on to do well
breath, I decided in the course and to this date has not been
to not take the test; I would drop the class. caught. I’m sure many other students
The most typical reason college stu- cheat, too, and get away Scot-free.
dents cheat on tests or papers is because of
A recent survey conducted at Rutgers
the pressure to do well, and midterms and University concluded that 67 percent of
finals usually provide that pressure quiet the more than 6,000 students surveyed
well.
from 31 of the countries most scholastical"At this time of the year (finals week) ly elite schools admitted to cheating at
the instances of academic dishonesty least once in college.
So why is cheating becoming a norm or
increase significantly," said Penny Terry,
SJSU associate vice president of student the thing to do? For one thing, it’s easy to
affairs.
do. I easily got a copy of my midterm. It’s
Terry is the person who has to deal with just as easy to get a copy of someone’s
the students who cheat or plagiarize paper and copy it word for word.
And then there is the pressure issue.
papers. Sixty-four academic dishonesty
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er and my advisor to an interview mental rights! As for Mr. Zacapa,
that would be aired on cable televi- many respectful kudos to you!
sion. I accepted the offer in hopes
of breaking down the stereotypes Julie Brown
that plague the traditional Greek Occupational Therapy Major
System as well as women in sorori- 1996 Panhellenic President
ties. All that resulted was my exclusion from the interview and interpersonal discussion afterwards
based on my gender and my membership in a sorority. I was belittled
I read the article, "Caution: docand ignored to the point where I
finally could not stand for such tors may be hazardous to your
subtle, yet insensitive treatment health, " in the May 2 issue with
any longer. The councilman never great interest. The article sadgave me the opportunity to exhibit dened me because such an impormy intelligence, my eloquence and tant subject was so poorly
my expenences that have shaped researched and described in an
inaccurate way. My father, who is a
me into the woman I am today.
Women are amazing creatures! practicing physician and a profesWe have given birth to your chil- sor at a prestigious medical school,
dren and have held your families has been involved in the regulatogether in times of hardship. Mr. tion of the practice of medicine for
Zacapa’s points were valuable and many years.
The fact of the matter is that
right on the mark. I intend on setting the record straight with the physicians, clinics and hospitals, in
councilman, but the lesson I have most states, have 1-800 numbers
learned is one of respect for those that are required to he posted in
people who are subject to such their offices. This number allows
treatment on a daily/ weekly basis. any citizen at any time to bring to
As a woman, I pledge to not toler- the attention of regulatory boards
ate any such belittlement and I and investigative bodies any comhope others join in on my fight. plaints they may have. In addition,
Get involved, march, shout and hospitals, clinics and agencies have
yell distinguishably for your funds- continuous peer review and quality
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control reviews.
Any citizen who wishes to obtain
information regarding complaints
or wrongdoing or suspension of
privileges of a physician can have
access to the information from
their respective health care agency
or medical regulatory board. It is
simply not true that this information is not readily available to the
public. Physicians in the United
States are held to the highest standards and are regulated better
than any other country in the
world.
If one compares the regulation
of the practice of medicine and
conduct of physicians to other professionals in the United States that
deal with services or trade, one will
see that there is hardly any comparison in regards to the standards, comprehensiveness and
expectations of this practice of
medicine
The problem I found with the
article is that it selected some tragic cases and used them to convey
an impression that there is something basically wrong with the
entire medical system.
Alycea D. Jimenez
Graduate Student
Communications
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Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor, which should be 300 words or less
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be.
vut in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente! Hall, room 209
faxed to (408)924-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor.
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University. One Washington Square, San Jose,
CA 95192-0149
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
lubadssions must contain the author’s nuns.
address, phone neratrar. slignaturs and leapt
aditortak are dritOsa by. and ars dos aosseassis
of do Sparsest Daly editors, not the MR
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Today

Human Resource
Management Association

American Association
of Airport Executives
Meeting, with talk by Bill

Aviation Bldg., rm. 108.
Call 374-6150.

Meeting on the topic
of employment by speaker
Barbara McArthur. 4:30p.m.6p.m. Student Union,
Cost:antral’ nn. Call 297-1565.

inke
11,SMD
ici
and SJSU FaavironInitiative

International Students
Club

Potter, deputy director of SJSU

Symposium, ’The 40 Year
Road to Federal Ozone
Attainment in the an

an. Call 9248531.

Francisco Bay Area.’ 9a.m.4:15p.m. Duncan Hall,
rin. 515. Call 924-5205.

International Student
Services
That-anxiety workshop. 2p.m.3p.m. Administration Bldg.,
rm. 269. Call 924-5920

Black Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 314.
Call 9248026.

The Listening Hour
Collegium MILSiCUM will perform Medieval and
Renaissance music with
Instruments of those eras.
12:30p.m-115pm.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call 924-4631.

Campus Crusade for Christ
"7s11:" meeting. 8p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
pn. Call 924-7910.
On&
Resource Center. Wahlquist
ljbrary third floor.
Call

9248079.41

Cad:mile Campus Mintiny
Moss. ittonn, loho XXII

Centeer#1

Meeting. 7:30p.m.-8:30p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe

*1’

Oidnawan Shorin yu
Karate Club
Workout_ 4p.m.-5prri.
Spartan Complex %Vest,.
)1n. 202. Call 9248759,
School of Art le
Student

Ihursday, May 9, 1996

II a.m.-41s.no Art 1-S1111(1111g
Call 924-43Mr.

Indian Students Association
Meeting. 1 230p.na. Student
Union, ( :1,stan)an rm.
(all 926-4640.

Spartan Christian
Fellowship
Revival meeting. Noon.
Student Union, ( kistanofin
rm. Call 267-5787.

PEOPLE Column on page 4 today

Latter-day Saint Students
Association
"flaydoli Dictionary."
12:30p.m.
&otiose Institute, 66
S. Seventh Si.
Call 286-3313.

Friday
Associated Students
Program Board
Only Locals Aloud Musical
Assault concert, featuring Van
Gogh’s Daughter and Mr. T
Experience. Noon. Student
Union, Amphitheater.
Call 924-6261.

Gore to companies:
Flex for families

MA
Meeting. 2p.in. Chicano
Resource
Center, Wahlquist Library,
third floor. Call 246-2565.
School of Art se Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
Carrie Shere. MFA exhibit;
Helen Wood, mixed media;
Robert Talbott, painting
Rochelle Stangeland,

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Bible study: 2:30p.m.-5p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
nn. Call 225-2224.

llifya Devine. painting; and
"20/21 vision: hindsight,
insight,
foresight." Ila.m.4p.m.
Art Building. Call 924-4330.

Counseling Services
Personal-growth group. I p.m:
2:30p.m. Administration Bldg.,
rm. 201. Call 924-5937.
Dean of Continuing Education
Selection Conmdttee
Open forum evaluation of
candidate Violet Towne.
1:30p.m.-2:30p.m,
Instmctional Resource Center,
rm. 308. (Lunch. Noon.
University Club.).
Call 924-2400.

Employers don’t
know the benefits that
come back to them from
family-friendly policies.

"A surprisingly large number of
employers don’t know the benefits that come back to them from
family-friendly policies," Gore
said. "A business that is respectful
of the employees’ role as mothers
and fathers will get back many
fold what they fear they might

quemly.
"Sometimes, I have to put
something on the shelf," said
Gloria Townes of Fairfax, Va., a
program analyst who is married
with a 16-year-old son. "I don’t

lose."
The

Womert’s Resource Center.
Open su trt
:tip .m.
Cup
nIniaradon Bldg., nn. 207.
Call 924-6500.

and conversations in
.m.-1:30p.m.
1, azdand

WASHINGTON (Al’) - Citing
the spirit of Mother’s Day, Vice
President Al Gore urged companies Wednesday to adopt "familyfriendly policies" that help
employees cope with the pressures of work and home.
Gore said employers should
oiler "flex time" so workers can
take their children to school in
the morning and leave work early

vice president met in his
office with six women who juggle
careers and child-rearing. He WAS
gleaning ideas for a conference

on the subject that he hosts with
his wife. Tipper, every year.
The women spoke of spending
long days dealing with professional and personal duties, often feeling guilty if family demands take
them away from their jobs too frt-

Eusentbk
the nopics from
Sides of Me
the Caribbean 8p.m.
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Al Gore
vice proddent

for special school events and allow
employees to work from home.

Sikh Student Association
Meeting. 12:30p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco rrn.
Call 270-9331.

Club

3

Sparta Guide is flee smd
available a) etude/its, faculty & staff associations.
Deadline is Spun am dais
before pm/A:anon. Forms
mead* at 1)511 209.
ELMO maybe edited to

want to take too much time off in
a particular week."
(;ore urged companies to
"think deeply about what working
mothers do," saying female
employees who are supported in
the workplace usually repay with
loyalty and efficiency and project
a positive image for their children.
"She’s going to be more fulfilled," Gore said. "The child is
gi ring Ef T pick lip ’’Ti that."

ga 11116%.

Students - Great May/June Fares

allow for space restrictions.

East Coast Students
Fly
Fly
Fly
Fly

LA - Cologne. Berlin - Florida (May 11, 21,28) sol
Oakland- Zurich. New York (May 11,21,28)
Seattle- Munich - New York (June 5,12,19)
Seattle . Frankfurt. New York (June 7. 11,21)

West Coast Students
Bargaon

Old mummy to be shown despite objections in Peru
WASHINGTON (AP) -The ti vett body of woman for the society, which is sponsoring the
a girl sacrificed 500 years ago by the Incas of exhibit. "We expect to have a high-level visitor
Peru will go on display in Washington May 21 fit on Lima for the opening."
despite objections from Peruvian scholars, the
National Geographic Society said Wednesday.
"The Peruvian government has been very

cooperative." said Barbara Moffet, spokes-

Some Peruvian scholars have objected that
transporting the body of the girl, who was about
13 when she died, might be risky and that it
should be examined in Peru rather than

M, it

Any of the Forst 3 Flrghts

Fly Horne Cheap - Any of he First 3 Flights

ISlO1.1,1
MC

Fares

European Students

0 N F WIY

tet said I S. air-conditioning experts

800 -WORLD -50

has., designed 1,o cases specially for the
minium to keep it frozen, one for air transport
from Petit and another for its display in

or Call Your Local Travel Agerlt

EUROPE

Washington. The display room will be kept at
normal temperature for viewers.

the Producers of "JURASSIC PARK"
and the Director of "SPEED"

From

Don’t breathe. Don’t look back

grotti issrE4k.
The Dark Side of Nature.

Try protecting your country.
When it comes to protecting your country, there are no boundaries We are
always looking for people that speak other languages and like facingliiverse
challenges. Make it into the Secret Service and you may be traveling out of the
country for investigative wOrk (Allay and protecting the people who will
fill history books the next. Call tit If you think you will make the grade
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Bette mellows,Roseanne bellows
The Rose is into compost

with Clint Eastwood," Wallach said at the Film
Society of Lincoln Center tribute.
Others who sang Eastwood’s praise included
Donald Sutherland, Jane Alexander, Sonia Braga
and Liam Neeson.
The Irish actor recalled that Eastwood gave him
his big chance by casting him in the 1988 film
"The Dead Pool." Soon afterward, Neeson’s
father died.
During the funeral procession in his hometown
in Ireland, the actor said, the funeral director
sidled up to Neeson and said, "So, what was it like
to work with Clint Eastwood?"

LOS ANGELES (AP) Bette
Midler: Grammy
winner, Oscar nominee and now, Compost
Queen.
"My whole life had been spent waiting for an
epiphany, a manifestation of God’s presence, the
lund of transcendent, magical experience that lets
you see your place in the big picture. And that is
what I had with my first compost heap," Midler
says in Wednesdays editions of the Los Angeles
Times.
Midler now smiles down on her public from
some 40 billboards around the city, urging residents to "Keep the Green Clean." It reminds residents that green recycling containers are for yard
trimmings only. No trash.
The entertainer participated in the campaign
free of charge out of a longtime commitment to
the environment.
Midler declared during a 1994 comedy concert
that she wanted to be Compost Queen because
"all the good causes are taken." In a magazine
essay, Midler also called herself a composting
"evangelist."
"I love compost and believe in it with every
fiber (so to speak) of my being. I believe that composting can save, not the entire world, but a good
portion of it," Midler says.

Letterman on firing producer
David Letterman likened
NEW YORK (AP)
his fired executive producer Robert Morton to an
"infection" that was threatening his show’s life.
In the May 28 issue of Rolling Stone magazine,
Letterman said he’s upset that some believe
Robert Burnett, the current producer of his "Late
Show," fOrced Morton out.
"It just didn’t happen that way. Morty pretty
much by his own hand designed this," Letterman
said. "We had a little infection, and the limb had
to conic oft"

Babylon 5 sci-fi guy no lie

O. J. acquittal sours Roseanne

LOS ANGELES (AP) J. Michael Straczynski
wrote all 22 episodes in the third season of the
syndicated series "Babyalon 5."
That may be some kind of a record. It’s unquestionably daunting. And, we suspect, enough to
make a person spacy.
"I get three or four hours of sleep a night," says
Straczynski. "If I was just writing all the shows it
would be a 1f-hour-a-day job. If I were just producing it would be an 18-hour-a-day job. So I’ve
got a math problem."
Straczynski. 41, creator and executive producer
of Babylon 5, a space station in the 23rd century,
talks fast and probably writes faster. He is a man
on a mission.
A five-year mission and we don’t mean the one
that launched the first "Star Trek" crew. From the
start, Straczynski envisioned "Babylon 5" as an
epic that would unfbld over five TV seasons.
Although it’s probably easier to predict life in
2200 than television longevity, it appears he may
reach his goal. "Babylon 5" has carved a niche in
the TV universe despite the vagaries of syndication scheduling and the initial skepticism
of
Trekkies.
Ratings have grown, particularly among the
young male viewers advertisers expect to reach
through action-adventure series.
And the series has been credited with returning
creative energy to the space opera genre at a time
when the "Star Trek" spinoffs seem light years off.

NEW YORK (AP) O.J.
Simpson’s acquittal
on murder charges last year has soured Roseanne
on Tinsel Town.
"I do not want to be around this town anymore," she says in the June issue of Ladies’ Home
Journal. "Heidi Fleiss may go to prison while 0.J.
Simpson walks around free. This is Dante s
Inferno."
The actress who lives in the same Brentwood
neighborhood as Simpson
also said the stabbing death of his ex-wife Nicole Brown Simpson
convinced her to end an abusive marriage to Tom
Arnold.
"I was in Spain when I heard about Nicole
Brown, and that’s when I knew 1 would be dead if
I stayed with Tom," Roseanne says. Arnold has
denied Roseanne’s charges of physical abuse.
Simpson was acquitted last October of the stabbings of Ms. Simpson and her friend Ron
Goldman.

Clint sleeps with fellow

Freshman Stephen Roach helps out central quad
singer Dale Ozan with a donation on wtthiesday.
07211, who lives in San .rose comes to SJSI ’lien to

,1

mama.-

NEW YORK (AP) Clint Eastwood made Eli
Wallach’s day, so to speak.
Eastwood was generous enough to share his
hotel room
and bed
with his costarin "The
Good, the Bad and the Ugly," Wallach recalled at
a tribute to the actor Monday.
"I’m the only man who can say I shared a bed

PHOIit., to1 I li Ni, II .1,
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brighten the day with a little music. Donations are
not required, and neither are smiles, but singing to
earn smiles is "what its all about," said Olall.
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4 if you’re a fancier of handmade
beers, you owe us a visit.
love
to show you around, explain some
about how we work and, yes, sell

. Savor the outcome of our efforts. ;2 ounces at a time in bottles or on draft. Five
distinct brews with little in common other than the uncommon amount of work that
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you a cold one or two. You’ll find were more than a little proud of our imported Bavarian brew
kettles, our attention to tradition and our tendency to fuss and stew over everything we brew!
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Teacher’s comments in gay ’safe zone’ lead to lawsuit
BROOKFIELD, Conn. (AP)
The
pink triangle on a small decal affixed to
the door of Veronica Berrill’s classroom
has been a welcome sign to students with
questions about sexual identity.
Similar triangles hang outside six other
rooms at Brookfield High School and designate "safe zones," refuges for gay, lesbian and bisexual students who wish to
express themselves without worrying
about being judged.
The program drew relatively little atten-

01 controversy in its rust iwo years.
But a clash over values has spilled into this
community of 15,000 and is now headed
for a count-from.
Berrill, an English teacher since 1973
and the widow of the creator of the comic
strip "Gil Thorpe," was accused by a student’s parents of using her classroom safe
zone to recruit gays.
"This is a homosexual agenda," Neal
Houde wrote in a Oct. 5 letter to the
school board. "This is homosexual recruit6011

mg. 1 Ins i411.gtINIiilp, I hi, I, di, gal
Berrill rt .1.ouded list mouth
lilitig a
libel lawsuit against I
and lin,
Katie.
On ’Inesd,n, the Hinnies licld a teWS
conferem i iii hoot of town 11,11
utopian’ that their free-spe«11 lights were
being undermined. I lies Ii catened a
lawsuit of their own if Bet till., libel complaint is not dropped.
Berrill has declined to (-millirem tin the
dispute.

I he «sutt t us et sy dates bat k to the first
dav of (lass in September, when the
foudes daughter, kr ystal and a mix of
students ftinn all grades were assigned to
have Br-roll as a Mentor.
At «runts diffei on what was said in the
classroom that day.
Berrill, according to her lawyer, Cecilia
But k, says that she talked about how students should accept all people, including
gays, and that she would not tolerate
derogatory remarks about any particular

group.
The H
es, who describe themselves
as devout MU kgelical Christians, say Berrill
"spent a Illifpf portion of the class preaching the plight of homosexuals and their
right to be the way they were."
Students and faculty interviewed
Tuesday at the high school described
Berrill as a caring and devoted teacher.
School officials said the dispute is now a
private matter between Berrill and the
Houdes.

Oddest
laugh gets
the cash
Fifth grader wins Texas
contest for best chortle
DALLAS (AP)
"Hoo-hoo,
bee-lice, HAW-HAW-HAW!"
1year-old Tyson Harper shrieked
for more than 20 seconds, his eyes
bulging and his face turning red.
The Fort Worth fifth-grader’s
high-pitched, frenzied howl won
the "Oddest Laugh in Texas" contest
thanks in part to chum
Aaron Plaskonos, who tickled his
bare left foot at the crucial
moment.
"It
sounded
kind of like a
distressed wet
cat," said Bob
Phillips,Classic
sounded
Attractions
kind of. like vice president
Classic
a distressed At
owns Ripley’s
wet cat.
Believe It Or
Not! museums
Bob Phillips in San Antonio
vice president for
and
Grand
Classic
Prairie.
Attractions
Ripley’s sponsored the cont e s t .
The
only
child
among the 11
finalists, Tyson
snagged the $350 first-place prize.
So what inspires the champion
laugher?
"America’s Funniest Home
Videos. My feet being tickled. My
cat. Every time when I get up in
the tnorning and I’m going to the
bathroom, my cat usually jumps
out and scares me," Tyson said.
Tyson’s mother, Sylinda Harper,
said her son has a normal laugh
for everyday situations. His hyena
imitation, she said, exylodes when
he’s "really excited. Like when
he’s watching the movie "Naked
Gun."
More than 1,000 entrants were
winnowed to 11 before the finals
Wednesday at the Grand Prairie
museum.
Although there are 25 Ripley’s
museums across the country, the
second annual laugh contest was
held only in Texas.
.1son said he was happy he’ll
he featured in an upcoming
Ripley’s cartoon and exhibit. But
he he doesn’t plan to defend his
title next year.
"I’ve already had enough
laughing for a lifetime."
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It

:Melinda dumps you

99

You call your brother 1-800-COLLEC11

He’s pleased you saved him money

Judge bans
media from
video access
LITILE ROCK, Ark. (Al’)
The federal judge hearing the
Wednesday
trial
Whitewater
rejected a media request for
Immediate access to President
videotaped testimony.
ii lilt
A group of fnur television networks and two other journalism
organizations went to court Friday
asking 1 .s. District Judge George
Howard k. to release the tape.
Howard said Wednesday that it
was not fair to defense attorneys
to tone (he’ll to deal with the side
isstic of the media request at this
point in the trial.
Howard tit st told the networks
Monday that they should make
their request with other media
who have been given until May 24
to suggest how the judge handle
the tape.
asked
they
Tuesday,
On
iloward to reconsider and release
the tape when it is shown in the
Whitewater trial of (kw. Jim Guy
Tucker and Jim and Susan
McDougal. That probably will be
Thursday, lawyers in the case said.
No reason exists to keep the
tape out of the public domain,
according to the motion filed by
ABC, CBS, NBC, Cable News
Network, the Radio-Television
News Directors Association and
the Reporters Cr umnittee for
Freedom of the Press.

He calls Melinda

L

He goes out with Melinda himself

1-800-COLLECT
SAVE THE PFflPI F YOU CALLHP
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International: Drawn to SJSU
ty college degree.
From page I
In many foreign coun,t% to speak English, are high’s:
tries teaching methods at unisought after by employers in their
versities are much more rigid
native countries.
than here. Many international
"The hospitality industry in
students, even those retur
g
Taiwan wants people who were eduhome, appreciate the flexibility
cated in a foreign country," said
aiid freedom allowed at SJSU.
Lee.
"In Taiwan, if you choose
English is becoming a y wit skill in
to focus on science in high
the emerging global sot iris. A lot of
school, you can’t major in
even
business,
international
something other than science
between non-English sp,akers, is
11-Wei Lee in a university," Lee said.
conducted in English. English has
SOU student from Taiwan
"I like it here because
also become the international lanyou can challenge the teacher,"
guage of the high-tech industry. It is
Baran said. "In French schools,
vemenclously difficult to write a
the teacher sends you a mescomputer program which allows use
sage, and you just swallow it."
of the coniplex characters used in
A big problem for intermany Asian languages. English, with
national students is getting to graduation. The cost
only 26 letters, is easy to use on a computer.
At SIM: the computer science department has of living in San Jose is expensive for international
students. International students not only pay reguthe the most international students.
lar fees but must also pay over $300 per unit in
"The economic situation is better here, and
there are more jobs available, even for foreigners," tuition. They receive no money from the governsaid Axel Baran, a Frenchman who will be graduat- ment. International students contribute over halfing with a master’s of business administration on a-billion dollars to the state’s economy per year,
May 25. "San Jose is the center of Silicon Valley, not including school costs, according to Louis
Barozzi, Director of International Student Services.
and I want to work in high-tech."
These students not only face the typical probFor some, an American education is not preferable. it is necessary. A number of majors offered at lems such as money, housing and parking at the
SJSU are either not available in students’ home Seventh Street garage but also have the problems
of studying in a foreign language and living in a
countries, or are known to be much better here.
For example, in Taiwan universities, there is no culture which may be very different from their
hospitality major even though there are a lot of own.
"Just asking a question was very difficult," said
jobs in the industry, according to Lee. Monda said
in Japan there is no interior design major at uni- Monda. "Expressing an opinion was even more difversities, just a certificate equivalent to a communi- ficult."
American -born students often don’t understand
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In Taiwan, if you
choose to focus on
science in high school,
you can’t major in
something other than
science in a university.
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Ban on bikes upheld in federal court
’AN FRANCISCO (AP) A
ban on mountain bikes from
about a third of the trails in the
Golden Gate National Recreation
Area has been upheld by a federal
,ippeals court.
The 9th Ciri oil Court if

Appeals ii Monday issued a threesentence opinion affirming a decision by District Judge Eugene
Lynch in favor of the park service
and against the Bicycle Trails
Council of Mario.
The mountain biking group

2
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sued to prevent implementation
of a 1992 plan barring mountain
bikes on 26.8 miles of the 73.1
miles of trail ill the Golden Gate
Recreation Area. That includes
parts of Mt. Tamalpais State Park.
The bicyclers contended the
rules are arbitrary and capricious
and prohibited mountain bikers
from using established trails.
But several environmental organizations agreed and filed briefs
on behalf of the park service. They
included the Sierra Club, the
Mario Horse Council and the
National Parks and Conservation
Association.
No decision on whether to
appeal has been made yet,
Attorney Terry Houlihan said.

500 ICtreme Fun
College Incentive
I

Available to all College Students:

Plus 2 -Year Free -Ride Toyota Auto Care’ which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance.
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit reguired.2
But don’t wait...this limited offer ends September 30, 1996!
Call nilr toll -free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
’noCertificate.
Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
CAMRY

Beyond the elementary
,n Toyota quality.

Sporty yet pragmatn:
performance

students, the problem is more profound. They
may stay here five or six years without being able to
see their family and friends back home.
I miss my family the most," Monda said. "I also
miss the changing of the seasons back home. And I
never had a chance to vote."
Graduating international students are not too
different from other graduates. While they came
thousands of miles to get here and most other students just took the 280 freeway, all students have
the same goal as Monda.
"I just want to see how far I can go," she said.

Sewing shops plagued with safety problems
LOS ANGELES (AP) Serious health or safety problems plague nearly three-quarters of the
garment sewing shops in Southern California,
according to a government report scheduled for
release Wednesday.
The findings were based on a random survey of
76 sewing contractors, but officials say the results
reliably reflect the serious safety problems facing
the entire apparel manufacturing industry. By
comparison, authorities said, far less than half of
firms in other California industries have serious
safety hazards.
The Los Angeles Times reported today that in
each sewing shop case, inspectors judged the hazards serious enough that an accident could lead
to a "substantial probability of death or serious
physical harm."
the study by state and federal regulators
reports the problems include blocked exits,
exposed electrical parts that could spark a fire or
cause an electrocution, and a lack of safety guards
on sewing or cutting equipment to prevent acci-

SAN DIEGO (AP) A traffic sergeant’s statement
that the city’s speed limit signs are suggestions didn’t
sit well with hundreds of people who called the
Police Department, traffic courts and local media
Sgt. Mike Healey made the comment in Tuesday’s
San Diego Union-Tribune while explaining why an
officer did not violate traffic laws when his speeding
patrol car hit and killed a jaywalker Sunday night.
"The speed limit is suggested," Healey said. "That
doesn’t mean that’s what the speed limit is. If it’s safe
to go 50, you can go 50. Most people don’t realize
that."
Most callers expressed confusion over what the law
was and anger that they had been cited for speeding
and had been unable to beat it. Others said the explanation was a cop out.
"If it was an ordinaryloe Citizen, he’d be on trial
for manslaughter," said Norm Roth, a retiree who
lives near the accident site. "There’s no way he can
possibly prove it was safe when he killed a guy....
"When they do it, it’s OK, but when I do it, it’s not,
and that’s what irritates me," he said.
On Tuesday, Healey said he was referring to the
basic speed law, which says the speed limit is "what’s
reasonable and prudent."
Sandra Berry, a Municipal Court commissioner
who handles traffic cases, explained: "Just because
you’re cited for exceeding the posted speed limit
doesn’t mean you’re guilty of speeding. It requires

If you’re a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.3

COROLLA

the difficulties international students face being in
an American classroom. Some people resent students who come to class, sit and leave without ever
participating in the class. In many countries, students are expected to sit quietly, take notes and try
as hard as possible to be invisible and not stand
out.
in Japan, we were forced to fit in one
group, "Monda added.
Many American-born students suffer homesickness simply because they had to come here from a
different city or another state. For international

dents like win kits li.oiiig heir howls tot oil.
"We’ve been devoting a lot of resources to this
industry for the last two or three years, and to see
those kinds of numbers, it’s distressing," said
Mark A. Carleson, deputy chief of the California
Division of Occupational Safety and Health, or
Cal/OSHA. The agency conducted the silty ey
with the California labor commissioner’s olfii
and the U.S. Department of Labor.
No previous statistics were available on the garment industry’s safety problems.
However, other figures suggest that renewed
government enforcement efforts, combined with
the industry’s own regulatory programs, are making a dent in minimum wage and overtime pay
violations at se).iiig shops.
In a survi’s Its trim s ago, 61 percent of the 54
Southern Califot ma firms inspected violated the
minimum wage law. Itt this year’s survey, the numbers dropped to 43 percent. The rate of overtime
pay violations also dropped, from 78 percent in
1994 to 55 percent this year.

San Diego sergeant’s comments don’t sit well

_

Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care"
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Yi-Wei Lee’s SJSU education will help her get a job when she returns to Taiwan,
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If it was an ordinill vJoe Citizen,
he’d be on trial for manslaughter.
Norm Roth
San Diego retiree

the court to determine lithe speed was safe for the
conditions at the time."
Still, it’s the responsibility of the driver to convince
the court that the speed was safe under the conditions at the time.
"It’s a heavy burden to overcome," said George
Lewis, an attorney who has defended clients with
speeding tickets. "Maybe three out of 100 are able to
overcome it."
In Sunday’s accident, the officer was on his way to a
nonemergenc-y call when the pedestrian suddenly
apeared in his path. Investigators estimated the officer’s speed at 50 to 54 mph in a 40 mph zone, and
the cruiser’s emergency lights and siren were off.
Police Chief Jerry Sanders said Tuesday the accident was still under investigation.

Girl mauled by tiger
Dean’s List for youthful
function & styling

Top 10 reasons reasons why you shouldn’t think and file:

soTOYOTA

The government is counting, on you to pay taxes
You need to he in good shape for your job interview
It’s the smart thing to do.
You want to keep your driver’s license.
You should he a role model for other students
You have family and friends that love you.
You want to stay out of jail
You want to keep your cash (DIII cost approximately $7,000)
You want to stay alive (One person dies every 23 minutes
in an alchohol -related crash).
I You want to make sure not to hurt yourself or somebody else
( I million potpie suffer crippling and other serious injuries
due to drunk drivers).
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MIDI.( ) I IIIAN, texas (AP)
Katie Baxter ,6, was in critical condition Wednesday after being
mauled by an escaped tiger, then
injured in a car accident on the
way to the hospital.
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Klaas trial jurors hear Survey says
DNA testimony
Jurors got a lecture on DNA Wednesday as prosecutors presented the telltale traces they say Richard
Allen Davis left behind the night he took Polly Klaas.
The painstaking testimony concerning a hair follicle found in Polly’s bedroom follows the defense
concession that, in fact, Davis did kidnap and kill the
12-year-old.
But prosecutor Greg Jacobs said he’s not about to
take any short cuts.
"You can say, ’Well, why is it necessary. He said he
was there," Jacobs said outside the courthouse.
"Look, when you want to prove a case beyond a reasonable doubt to a moral certainty you put on every
piece of evidence you think is relevant."
With the introduction of DNA analysis, testimony
took a turn for the complex.
FBI expert Harold Deadman showed a number of
charts demonstrating how analysts match DNA from
an individual with DNA found in a specimen.
Deadman said such an analysis showed that there
was a less than one in a billion chance the hair
found in Polly’s bedroom belonged to anyone other
than Davis, compared to a population of black and
white men. The chance was less than one in 250 million compared to Hispanic men.
Another FBI expert, Valerie Ladner, said she tested several items of clothing taken from Polly’s body
for blood and semen. She said preliminary screening tests indicated the presence of semen on Polly’s
underwear, but subsequent tests turned up negative.
Ladner said that could have been due to the fact
that there was no semen or because it had degraded
or was too small to detect.
Earlier, Drinh Phan, a lab tech at the California
Men’s Colony, said he drew blood from Davis on
June 16, 1993, shortly before Davis was last paroled.

7
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Phan said he explained to Davis that having his
blood, and therefore DNA, on file could be an issue
if Davis later became suspected of a crime in which
there was such evidence.
One of the items of evidence in the case is an
unrolled condom police found near a spot where
Davis was pulled over by deputies on the night of
kidnapping.
Although they concede he killed Polly, the
defense maintains there is no evidence he sexually
molested the 12-year-old.
But prosecutors, who charged Davis with an
attempted lewd act on a child, say a number of circumstances, including the position of the body, indicate the crime was sexually motivated.
Fingerprint expert Michael Smith testified
Wednesday he checked the condom and a wrappei
found nearby for prints.
"1 did not develop any identifiable latent prints on
either the label or the condom," he said.
Jacobs said the charge against Davis doesn’t
require proof of a sexual act, only that he touched
Polly with the intent to commit a lewd act.
One new fact that emerged Wednesday was that
the hair found in the rug from Polly’s bedroom
appeared to have been forcibly removed from the
head rather than simply falling.
Jacobs said that could have been due to a number
of things, noting that the two other girls who were
with Polly in the bedroom did not testify to any
sound of a struggle, although they did say Davis
appeared to be moving quickly.
But Polly’s father, Marc Klaas, interpreted the
pulled hair as a sign his daughter might have put up
a fight.
"Polly was not a passive child by any means," Klaas
said.

Fraud ring may have Freeman ties
One member of a
SAN FRANCISCO (Al
group that wrote tens of millions of dollars in fraudulent government checks even used a phony "warrant" to overpay his taxes then demanded the IRS
pay him a refund with interest at 18 percent per
month, authorities said.
Leonard Ferrier, 60, of San Jose, who filed the
phony warrant, was among four people indicted by a
federal grand jury in San Jose earlier this week on 11
charges of bank fraud, mail fraud, obstruction of the
Internal Revenue Service and filing false claims
against the IRS.
In addition, the man accused of heading the ring,
Robert M. Young of Livermore, may have connections to the Montana Freemen, law enforcement
officials said Tuesday. The 44-year-old says he
belongs to a group called the House of Iona,
Assistant U.S. Attorney Carlos Singh said.
Young and the three others are accused of presenting worthless "Certified Bankers ChecksComptroller Warrants" to banks, mortgage and

credit card companies as well as the IRS and the
California Franchise Tax Board.
"They would submit these worthless documents
signed by Young, then they would ask for the balance," Singh said. in turn they would be getting
legal tender or something negotiable."
The checks totalled tens of millions of dollars
one presented to the Bank of Cathay by Young was
for $7 million. But Singh could not say if any banks
or government institutions actually paid out money
to the group.
Ferner allegedly tried to collect $205,000 from
the IRS and threatened "criminal conversion" to
any federal employees who did not comply with his
demands.
The phony warrants were marked redeemable at
the U.S. Post Office, and closely resemble those
allegedly used by the Montana-based Freemen, who
are at the center of a six-week FBI siege, said Singh.
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Ron Wigginton surveys the foliage of the to renovate parts of the interior of the
court area between the Business Tower Business Tower and the surrounding
and the Business Classrooms. He is a areas.
consultant to the Steinberg Group hired
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Crashes spur investigation of ’black boxes’
Othei
ui
Force officials,
speaking
on
condition
of
anonymity, have
suggested cost
may have played
a role in decidagainst
ing
retrofitting the
T-43 with black
boxes. A top-tobottom overhaul
could cost $7
million.
Money was an overriding concern in the entire
retrofit program, according to a 1985 memo to the
NTSB from former Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger.
"Retrofit of existing aircraft is always a more expensive proposition; therefore, our retrofit programs
have been undertaken only after a careful analysis of
cost/benefit and mishap potential," Weinberger
wrote.
Weinberger promised, however, to equip with modern black boxes the entire 89th Military Airlift Wing
based at Andrews Air Force Base, Md., whose primary
role is transporting VIPs, including President Clinton.
In response, then-NTSB Chairman Burnett wrote
Weinberger that the safety board recommended
"installation of flight data recorders and cockpit voice
recorders in all current aircraft used to transport pas.

Attn VAS/ 1Cal 0111112/1 11
s.A.S11ING ION (AP)
involving the vice president’s plane in 1984. the
National Transportation Salem Pahlld fired off memos
recommending modern flight data recorders be
installed in military aircraft.
the agency, James Burnett,
A former chairman
now calls the military’s failure to complete the job a
"national scandal" that impedes investigations such as
the one involving the crash of Commerce Secretary
Ron Brown’s plane.
"We were told they would retrofit these planes. Why
didn’t they complete the job? That’s what I would like
to know," Burnett said ’Tuesday in an interview with
The Associated Press. "What happened?"
"It’s just a national scandal that they would be flying a high U.S. delegation around in a war zone without the basic tools to determine the cause of an accident." added Burnett, NTSB chairman between 1982
and 1988.
The Air Force T-43 plane that crashed April 3 into a
hillside in Croatia, killing 35 people, including Brown
and 32 other Americans, wasn’t equipped with cockpit voice or flight data recorders. The plane, based at
Rarnstein Air Base, Germany, also had been used to
ferry other VIPs, including first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
The Air Force has said the question of why Brown’s
plane wasn’t equipped with so-called black boxes is
part of its investigation into the crash.
"We have not been able to ascertain why this ... aircraft was not equipped with them," said Maj. Robin
Chandler, an Air Force spokeswoman.

66

It’s just a national scandal that they would be thing a
high U.S. delegation around in a war zone without the
basic tools to determine the cause of an accident.

or

Bad air may cause death
WASHINGTON (AP)
Dust,
soot and tiny particles in polluted air over the nation’s major
cities cause tens of thousands of
premature heart and lung-related deaths each year, an environmental group said Wednesday.
The
Natural
Resources
Defense Council released the
findings in a study on air pollution in 239 cities and called on
the Environmental Protection
Agency to tighten health standards for so-called "particulate"
air pollution.
"Clearly current health standards are not protecting thousands of people from the deadly
consequences of particulate air
pollution,"
said
Deborah
Sheiman Shprentz, an author of
the NRDC study.
The EPA is reviewing tougher
requirements for particulate air
pollution.
Such
pollution
includes smoke, soot, dust and
tinv aerosol particles.
EPA Administrator Carol

Documents to offer details
in travel office firings
WASHINGTON
(Al’)
Accusing the White House of failing to detail its claim of executive
privilege, a House committee
chairman said Wednesday he will
proceed with a vote on contempt
charges over subpoenaed documents in the travel office firings.
A White House spokesman said
the administration had offered to
provide such detail to the House
Government
Reform
and
Oversight Committee in its investigation of the firings during
Clinton’s first year in office.
Wednesday evening was the
deadline set by the panel’s chairman, Rep. William Clinger, R-Pa.,
for the White House to surrender
the documents.
Agreement was reached, however, between the committee and the
Justice Department, and Attorney
General Janet Reno’s name was
dropped from the contempt resolution to be put to a vote on
Thursday, Clinger spokesman
Edmund Amorosi said. He said
the committee was satisfied that
the department would provide any
remaining documents soon.
But the threat continued to
hang over the White House. "I
have
decided
after
careful
consideration to proceed to a vote
to hold the White House in contempt of Congress," Clinger said
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"I was frankly astonished to learn
that President Clinton intends to
claim executive privilege over documents related to the travel
office."
By doing so, Clinton "has
turned to a Watergate legal loophole to prevent legitimate oversight by Congress," Clinger

with a signature from Clinton can
the officials withhold the documents from the committee tinder
a claim of executive privilege.
A meeting Wednesday afternoon between Clinger, Quinn and
Rep. Cardiss Collins of Illinois, the
committee’s senior Democrat,
failed to resolve the impasse.
The White House planned to
claim executive privilege for all the
withheld documents but is not
providing a brief description of
each document as requested by

66
I was frankly astonished to learn that President
Clinton intends to claim executive privilege over
documents related to the travel office.
William Clinger
Government Reform and
Oversight Committee Chairman

99
charged.
Exasperated by a months-long
delay by White House aides in providing sonic of the docunients subpoenaed by his panel in January,
Clinger set the deadline last
Thursday.
Originally named in the document subpoenas and the contempt resolution were presidential
counsel Jack Quinn, Reno and former White House aides David
Watkins and Matthew Moore, Only

the committee, Amorosi said.
But White House spokesman
Mark Fabiani said his colleagues
had offered to provide just such a
list.
"We expect not to provide these
documents unless the committee
makes a reasonable compromise,"
Fabiani said. "We have bent over
backwards to try to be reasonable.
... None of these disputed documents are relevant to the committee’s inquiry."

At issue are documents related to
the White House’s firing in May 1993
of the seven longtime employees at
the travel office, which arranges charters for reporters traveling with the
president.
The sackings caused an uproar
at the time. as Republican critics
accused the White House of fabricating charges of incompetence
against the employees so they
could be replaced by Clinton
patronage employees.
Watkins
portrayed
Hillary
Rodham Clinton as a key figure in
the firings in a 1993 memo, and
Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth
Starr is trying to determine
whether investigators were lied to
about the first lady’s role in the
sackings.
After the committee votes on a
contempt resolution, it then would
go before the full House. If
approved, House Speaker Newt
Gingrich would ask Starr to
enforce the contempt citation,
Clinger said.
Clinger has said he was confident that Starr would do so.
Contempt of Congress carries a
$1,000 fine and up to a year in
prisn.
Quinn has said the only documents withheld are those developed by his office to prepare for
previous hearings by Clinger’s
committee and for Starr. He said
they were not relevant to the travel
office firings themselves and,
therefore, the committee was not
entitled to them.
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require such equipment for all new passengei-style
planes.
Because of the Brown crash, Defense Secretary
William Perry in late April ordered the military services to install new navigation aids on passenger
planes. The project, with an estimated cost of $335
million, also includes an accelerated plan to complete
installation of flight data recorders.
Maj. Monica Alisio, a spokeswoman for the Defense
Department, said Wednesday that the Pentagon had
no figures on how many military planes that transport
passengers currently don’t have black boxes.
The current NTSB chairman, Jim Hall, has praised
Perry for his action, saying "civilian passengers aboard
military transports should be afforded the same level
of safety as those aboard commercial airliners."
Federal Aviation Administration rules require flight
data recorders in commercial passenger planes, but
exempt military aircraft.
In the cases that prompted the NTSB review, then Vice President George Bush had close encounters
with civilian aircraft in two separate military planes
equipped with obsolete black boxes that weren’t
working properly.
In the Sept. 30, 1984, incident near Akron, Ohio,
the flight data recorder wasn’t functioning when Air
Force Two came within 600 feet of a private plane,
according to the 1984 NTSB memo.
In the Oct. 18, 1984, incident, Air Force Two pilots
failed to spot an approaching private plane near
Seattle. The flight data recorder was working, but was
out of sync, making the data incorrect.

White House documents subpoenaed

Browner welcomed the NRDC
study and said, "A growing body
of evidence now suggests that
particulate matter in air) poses
a serious threat to public health
in many American cities," She
said the federal standards for
such pollution haven’t been
changed since 1987.
The NRDC study projected
that as many as 64,000 premature deaths from cardiopulmonary causes "may be attributed to particulate air pollution
each year," or about 6.a percent
of the nearly I million such
deaths annually. Such pollution
also has been linked to
increased childhood asthma
cases and health problems for
the elderly.
"People face a risk of premature death due to exposure to
particulate air pollution in
almost every U.S. metropolitan
area, said the study.

, BRAKES

sowers."
Four years
later, thenDefense
Secretary
Dick
Cheney
was asked
in a 1989
James Burnett
NTSB
NTSB Chairman between 1982 and 1988
memo for
an update.
"The
board has
not received sits mmmi respondence ... since February 4,
1985," the memo said.
Three more years passed before the NTSB closed
its safety review on Nov. 12, 1992, after the Defense
Department said it had retrofitted with up-to-date
black boxes much of its fleet, including 100 percent
of C130s and C141s, and 43 percent of C-5 transport
planes, and would complete the process. The Army
also was retrofitting its Black Hawk helicopters.
"These efforts ... fulfill the intent of the safety recommendation," then-NTSB Chairman Carl Vogt
wrote to Cheney.
In the case of the Brown plane, the military version
of a Boeing 737 was purchased in 1973 to train navigators so it had no built-in black boxes.
In 1988, the plane was converted for VIP travel
without putting in voice and data recorders, which
was against Air Force policy established in 1974 to
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Uniformed U.S. troops will
barely outnumber Olympians
WASH IN( TON (AP) As critics see it, this summer’s Olympics
will have too much of a military
look as uniformed U.S. troops do
everything from help keep soccer
fields green to drive athletes
.iround.
It’s all part of the Defense
Department’s $50 million plan
that’s been two years in the making to provide security at the international event. The 16,500 athletes
from 200 countries will barely outnumber the 14,000 military per’mound in Atlanta.
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., the
leading critic, said Wednesday that
non-security spending in the plan
is a waste of tax dollars. He especially objected to buying U.S.
troops Georgia commercial bus
licenses and paying them to drive
Olympic athletes, help keep soccer
fields irrigated with large bladders
of water and operate barges in
Savannah for yacht races.
"It’s just a rip-off. It’s disgrace-

ful," McCain said. "The Atlanta
Olympics is having a lot of problems financially and they’re just
trying to fill the gap by using
Department of Defense money."
But Defense Secretary William
Perry defended the cost, saying it
was authorized by Congress in the
1996 defense bill and us congressional sessions dating back to 1994.
He emphasized that a military
presence will provide insurance
against violence at the games.
"I think it is appropriate for the
Defense Department to provide
that security support for the
Olympics," Perry said. "This is a
big undertaking.
McCain sent a letter April 24 to
Hainre,
the
Defense
John
Department comptroller, objecting to some $4.2 millions in spending. But the senator, who has long
tried to cut "pork" from the
defense budget, lost congressional
battles its 1994 and 1995 to ensure
the government is reimbursed for

GIVE THE PRECIOUS GIFT OF LIFE
EGG DONATION PROGRAM needs healthy women
between 21 and 32 years of age. Experience the
reward and satisfaction of enabling
another woman to conceive. If you
are of Caucasian, Asian, East Indian,
Iranian, or other ethnic cultures, you
may help others of your ethnic back ’round who would otherwise remain
childless. All inquiries
are confidential.
Financial compensation rs provided.
411b-140,,,
Contact: Doris

(510) 867-1800

military ( )1\ itipic costs if the
Atlanta gunes make a profit.
Last month, McCain won a small
victory: the Senate Armed Service
Committee agreed to restrict the
latest $12.2 million in Olympic military spending to security purposes.
But he said there is no way the
government will be reimbursed for
its expenses.
"We’re not going to see it," he
said. "It’s a lost cause."
The Defense Department said
the Atlanta games could owe them
up to $1 million, however, for several very specific non-security jobs.
The military, perhaps stung by
the implication
it s wasting
resources, held a background
briefing Wednesday on its Olympic
efforts.
The Defense Department is the
lead agency in commanding security resources for the July 19 to
Aug. 4 games. Its main role is to
provide a high-profile uniform
presence on roads and in fields to
discourage violent acts.
U.S. troops, who will be visually
and electronically monitoring vehicles and packages, won’t be armed,
relying on about 50 local law
enforcement agencies to use their
weapons if necessary. The Federal
Bureau of Investigation is handling
all potential terrorist threats.
On the expected peak day of
activity, July 27, nearly 1,000 military bus and van drivers will be
among 7,000 troops swarming the
3-mile radius Olympic "ring of
activities" and outlying events.
All but 2,000 of the 14,000 personnel who will rotate into the mistwo-week stints will be
sims
reserve members of the National
Guard.
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Shag scores 41, leads Sharks resign
Orlando past Atlanta star forward

Take a seat pal

ORLANDO, Ha. (AP) A %seek
off certainly didn’t hurt Shaquille
O’Neal, Anfernee Hardaway and
the Orlando Magic.
O’Neal scored a career playoff.
high 41 points and Hardaway
equaled his postseason best with
32 Wednesday night as the Magic
began their second-round series
against the Atlanta Hawks with a
117-105 victory.
The game was the first in eight
days for the Magic, who finished a
first-round sweep of Detroit on
April 30 but couldn’t begin
preparing for this series until
Atlanta got past Indiana last
Sunday.
Coach Brian Hill worried that
his players might be rusty, but
O’Neal and his teammates showed
no such signs in beating the

ilawk.s for the sixth straight unw at
Orlando AIM&
Game 2 is Friday night.
O’Neal (laminated Atlanta’s
Christian Laettner, making 18 of
28 shots and grabbing 13
rebounds. Hardaway was 12-for-19,
while Nick Anderson scored 21
points and Horace Grant contributed 17 points and 10
rebounds.
For the third time in four playoff games. Orlando opened a double-digit lead early in the second
half and coasted to victory. The
Hawks trailed 92-80 going into the
fourth quarter and didn’t get closer than 10 the rest of the way.
Stacey Augmon led Atlanta with
23 points. Mookie Blaylock had 18
and Steve Smith and Alan
Henderson added 17 each.

(API
Right wing Owen
Nolan, who led San Jose with 61
points this past season, signed a
multi -year contract with the
Sharks on Wednesday. Details of
the deal were not released.
Nolan, 23, was traded to the
Sharks from Colorado on Oct. 26
in exchange for Saudis Ozolinsh.
He appeared in 72 games, leading the team with 29 goals and
185 shots on goal.
The 6-foot-1, 201 -pound native
of Belfast, Northern Ireland,
spent five years with the Quebec
Nordiques, who moved to
Colorado before the 1995-96 season.
"Owen possesses a rare combination of speed, toughness and
offensive talent few NHL players
can match, and he is only 23,"
said Sharks general manager
Dean Lombardi.

Bonds helps continue Cards’ woes
I tt BY PAU1 M E
SPARTAN DAILY
A dejected St. Mary’s player heads for the dugout after being called out at home plate during a loss to
SJSU in the season finale. The Spartans won 8-3 Tuesday night.

Spartans crush St. Mary’s
to bring an end to season
Spartan Dolly Stoff Report

Senior Geoff Fessenden picked
up his fourth and final win of his
SJSU career as he pitched five
innings of an 8-3 Spartan victory
over the Gads of St. Mary’s in
final game of the 1996 season.
The Spartans took an early
lead and stepped ahead with
Patrick Walsh’s second RBI single
of the game in the third inning,
scoring John Alciati. Robert
Berns smashed a double, bringing in Walsh, making the score 31.
There was no stopping the
Spartans after that. They scored

two runs in the fifth inning and
three more in the seventh. St.
Mary’s was unable to come back,
only salvaging one run in the
fifth and one more in the sixth.
Spartan offense was led by
John Alciati, who went 2 for 2.
Including a double, and three
runs. Robert Berns also went 2
for 2, with one double and two
walks. Patrick Walsh, in his last
game on the Spartan baseball
team, ended up with two hits, two
runs, and two RBIs.
Spartan baseball will continue
next season when the team
moves into the Western Athletic
Conference.

The final season stats for SJSU
have six players batting over .300,
led by Patrick Walsh, who hit
.379. Ryan Johnson, .332, Robert
Berns, .326, Eric Stevens, .317,
Travis Peterson, .310,and Brian
Forman all hit the lofty .300
plateau.
The Spartans will miss Walsh
next season as he led the team in
average, at bats, hits, doubles,
assists and total bases. He finished second in triples and slugging percentage.
The offensively potent Spartan
infield was rounded out by
Johnson and Berns, who led the
team in Homers, 9, and RBIs, 44.

runs and closed to 8-7. All seven
runs were unearned following a
two-out fielding error by second
baseman Steve Scarsone, who
replaced Robby Thompson at the
start of the inning.
Andy Benes (1-5) was pounded
for seven runs and nine hits in 5 23 innings, losing his fifth straight
start. St. Louis has lost six consecutive home games.
Beck pitched 1 1-3 innings for
his seventh save.
San Francisco went ahead in the
second on Glenallen Hill’s RBI

ST. LOUIS (AP) Barry Bonds
had three hits and two RBIs as the
San Francisco Giants overcame a
grand slam by pinch-hitter Ron
Gant to beat the slumping St.
Louis Cardinals 10-7 Wednesday
night.
Mark Carreon drove in three
runs. The Giants, who had 15 hits,
took an 8-0 lead as they sent St.
Louis to its 12th loss in 15 games.
Mark Gardner (3-1) allowed just
one hit and one runner in the first
five innings before tiring in the
sixth, when St. Louis scored seven

double, then made it 3-0 in the
third on Bonds’ RBI double and
Carreon’s run-scoring groundout.
Bonds hit another RBI double
in the fifth, and San Francisco
added four runs in the sixth on
RBI singles by Tom Lampkin and
Matt Williams, and Carreon’s tworun single.
After Scarsone muffed Willie
McGee’s two-out grounder, allowing a run to score, Gant followed
with the grand slam.

Blues cut Detroit’s series lead to 2-1
ST. LOUIS (AP)
ICravchuk intercepted a cleanng
pass by Viacheslav Fetisov and
scored on a slap shot at 3:23 of
overtime as the St. Louis Blues
beat the Detroit Wings 5-4
Wednesday.
The Blues, who have won only
two of their last seven overtime
games, cut Detroit’s series lead to
2-1 heading into Game 4 Friday

night

Kravchtik !,al clv got to the puck
issea the blue line,
before it
then scored unassisted on a drive
between the legs of goalie Mike
Vernon for his first goal of the
playoffs.
Kravchuk had only seven goals
in the regular season, but he also
set up the tying goal, by Blues
enforcer Tony Twist, at 8146 of the

third to ton e the extra period.
Steve Yzerman had three goals
for Detroit, giving him five goals
and two assists in the last two
games. Blues goalie Jon Casey
stopped Yzerman on a break-in at
15 seconds of overtime, and also
made a glove save on a pointblank shot from Keith Primeau in
the extra period.

Sabercats sign former SJSU player
Associated Preto

Arena football’s 1995 Western
Division champions, the San Jose
SaberCats, have added former
SJSU defensive lineman Howard
Butler to its roster.
The signing occured after the
team suffered a rash of injuries to
both its offensive and defensive
lines.
The signing of the San Jose
native will help give the Sabrecats
another strong defensive presence
this season.
A three-year starter on the
Spartan defensive line, Butler (6-1,
265), was often the focal point of
opposing teams during his college.
career. He finished his career at
SJSU with 96 tackles and seven
sacks.
Prior to his outstanding collegiate football career, Butler played
football, baseball and wrestled at
San Jose’s Independence High

School. As a prep. Butler earned
Honorable Mention All-State honors in football and played in the
Santa Clara County All-Star Game.
He is expected to be among 20
players activated for Friday’s game
against the defending Eastern
Division
Champion
Albany
Firebirds.
Among the injured SaberCat
linemen are Robert Presbury, who

underwent surgery to repair ligament damage in his left knee and
is expected to miss a minimum of
three weeks, Ricky Shaw, who is
out with a strained abdominal
muscle and Ira Richards, who is
nursing a sprained ankle.
This is the SaberCats second season since entering the Arena
Football League last year

CHINESE CUISINE-FOOD TO GO
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*Catering Available
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Advance Vision Care
a professional optometric group
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At A.V.C. we stress quality preventive vision care. Research teaches us that
prolonged exposure to ultraviolet sunlight causes damage to the lens and whim.
For a siiiiiinei hill ()thin and vision safety, now mail May 24 receive:
FREE pair of disposable contact lenses; clear or color.
(for contact lens wearers with current prescription)
50% off high quality sunglasses (non-Rx)
50% off single vision lenses (extras at reg. price)
Golden West Vision Plan accepted for vision analysis

MAY 16, 1996
11:00 AM to 2:30 PM
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SJSU Career Center programs and services are provided without regard to race color relgon naeona. or9n,
sex. sexual orientation marital status. pregnancy. disability disabled veteran’s or Vietnam veterans status
Reasonable accommodations evadable for those with disabilities with two weeks notice Call 9244033 for assistance

Coordinated by the SJSU Career Center
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Kickin’ It
Briefs
Unsung Heroes Series
Michelle Guglielmo.
member of the
diving team is
featured today, in the
fourth suppliment of
this week’s "Unsung
Heroes’ series.
See ATI, On Page 10

This series features
athletes who contributed to their sport
in a special or different way. It will run all
week long.
Baseball
The SJSU baseball
team played the final
game of the season
Tuesday, beating St.
Mary’s 8-3,
Second
Baseman
Pornck Walsh
hod he, RBI
engtes and
scored nyo
runs en he
rost SJS11
giarne

See story on pp 9

Golf
Women’s golf coach
Mark Gale
announced his retirement Monday. His
prestigious career will
end after the NCAA
Tournament this
month.
PHOTO BY AARON

Football
Former SJSU lineman
Howard Butler was
signed by the
SaberCats Wednesday.
See story on pg.9

St
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In addition to finishing fifth in the Big West Conference Championships this season, 18 -year -old freshman Michelle Guglielmo set school records for the
Spartan Diving Team on both the one meter and three meter boards.

Freshman diver plunges into record book
By Leslie Asbury

Schedule

Spartan Daily Stet Writer

As she steps to the edge, all she can think about is
ripping through the crystal blue abyss below, cleanly
and perfectly. Visualizing every move is the key to
the graceful execution that means the difference in
gaining precious points.
For SJSU freshman diver Michelle Guglielmo,
executing the right dives meant new school records
on both the one and three meter diving boards this
year.
"(Guglielmo) did a very good job this season," diving coach Jack Taylor said. "She has made a clean
transition from high school diving to the college
level."
The 18-year-old freshman started her diving
career at Live Oak High School in Morgan Hill. She
became interested in the sport four and a half years
ago when her cousin suggested she try the sport.
During her four years in high school, Guglielmo
was voted most valuable player and currently holds
the one meter diving record, which she broke her
senior year.
Based on her athletic childhood, Guglielmo’s
transition into diving wasn’t too difficult.
it was easier for me because I did gymnastics,"
said Guglielmo.
According to her, gymnasts make better divers
because they are more limber and can execute the
dives better.
At age 6, she joined a gymnastics program in the

For May 8-10

Woman’s Golf
The NCAA West
Regional Woman’s
Golf Championships
begins today in
Lincoln, Neb.
Men’s Golf
SJSU’s next meet is the
NCAA West Regionals,
May 16& 17, at
Stanford, IBA.
Football
SJSU will start its season in August as it
takes on Air Force in
their first game in the
WAC

Almaden Valley. For seven years she perfected her paigns, but there was tremendous support from the
dismounts and tumbles, concentrating on her sport. members of the SJSU swim team.
She quit stage 13 because she found the commute
"Stacie (Lonaker) and Katie (Kascht) made us
was too difficult to do everyday.
stronger as a team," said Guglielmo. "They made it
Guglielmo now finds herself
more fun to be a part of it."
doing a similar commute on a
She also said that there is a lot more pressure to
do well at the collegiate level, but it has also helped
daily basis, traveling the large
her to improve her skills.
distance to attend classes and
"I like pressure and competition," said Guglielmo.
practices at SJSU.
I
know
that
"I know that all I can do every time I dive is my
Feeling at home on the SJSU
best."
campus was initially as tough for allIBnco
Her best this season earned her the two records
Guglielmo as making the jump
plus a growing desire for diving. She said she was
between high school and colle- every time I
not sure if she would continue in the sport, until
giate diving.
"The first semester I felt out dke is my best now. Guglielmo said she really enjoyed her first year
on the team.
of place here, but I am more
At the Big West conference finals, she completed
comfortable now." Guglielmo
said. "I like it more than high
Michelle some of her best dives all season on the one meter
board, earning her a fifth place finish. She said she
school, though. There is more
freedom."
Guglielmo felt her ninth place finish on the three meter was
just average, and she could have done better.
She has yet to declare a major,
SJSU Diver
Coach Taylor said he looks forward to seeing her
but would like to get into public
improve. Their goals for next year are to get an
relations with the hope of workNCAA qualifying score, which can be obtained at
ing for a company that caters to
anytime of the season and eventually make it into
both music and sporting events.
"I love music and sports has
the nationals before she graduates.
always been a part of my life."
"My goal is to make a name for myself in the sport
of diving," Guglielmo said. "So people will know
she said.
The diving season coincides with swimming in the who lam.’
fall-winter. According to her, this season was definitely more intense than her previous high school cam-
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The SPARTAN DAILY
mime no claim kr products or
services adverteeed below nor is
there any guarantee replied. The
darnel/led cokanne ol the Sartain
Daly consist of geld advertising
Awl dierbles ore not wowed or
verified by the newspaper.
EMPLOYMENT
BOX OFFICE cashlers/tIcket
sellers: flexible hours, $5.50/hr.
for more info, call 408-9246360
or pick up application at Event
Center Administration Office.
TEACHERS lUdsPark
Teachers for 210 yr olds at lic.
play centers. Min. 6 ECE req’d.
Flex hours, Day-EveWeekend.
%Ideals*:
Valley Fair 985-2599
Oakridge Mall - 281-8880
Fremont- 510792-9997.
PIZZA A GO GO hiring now for
summer. Drivers/Counter/Cook.
Totally flexible hours. Really good
pay. Fun place tool See Tim at
117 E. San Carlos.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Golden State T’s, a leading
sportswear distributor, seeks a
Warehouse Team Player. Position
available immediately.
Pull orders
Stock inventory
Unload trucks
Assist will-call customers
Monday-Friday
$7.00 per hour
Work for a company that truly
appreciates its staff. Apply in
person between 8am & 5:30pm.
Golden State Ts
2110 Zenker Road
San Jose, CA 95131
At the corner of Charcot and
Zenker in the back row of buildngs.
PAID ROOMMATE: Live with
developmentally disabled adult.
Free rent in exchange for evening
assistance. Call Greater Opportunities at 249-4464.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
remodeled Chevron stations. Two
locations. Several shifts open.
Reese call 295-3964 or 269-0337.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Looking for young energetic people.
Servers (21 Or older), bussers,
host. Flexible hours. Fun people.
Apply ,,person, 51 N. San Peclo. SJ
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED,
THE SPARTAN DAILY is acceptrg
applications for Fall ’96 semester.
HOURS: 7am 9am.
DAYS: Monday- Friday.
PAY: $10.00/day paid monthly
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on
campus & recycle old newspapers
into the campus recycling bins.
CA License 8, DMV printout is
required, If htred. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall,
Room. 203, now through May 12.
MAINTENANCE
Health Club in Los Gatos has
openings on Tues. and Wed.
mornings. Shifts are eight hours
and begin at Sam. Send resume
or call 356-2136.
FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
Gatos has openings for fitness
Center, Front Desk & Childcare.
Wages & shifts vary depending
on department. Apply in person
356-2136.

HEAD UFEGUARD/
ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER:
June 24 Aug. 16. Salary $9.00
per hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept., 354+870006.
SKILLS INSTRUCTOR Teach
Independent Living Skills to
Developmentally Disabled Adults
in the community. Must have the
desire to impart knowledge and
develop working relationships.
Spanish speaking preferred. Car
With insurance helpful. $7.21/hr
to start, with benefits at full time.
2030/Yrs per wk. Cal 2434464.
VALET PARKERS - P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
year customer service experience,
& desire to serve people. Polite,
well groomed, and professional
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747.
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
Santa Clara based printing and
packaglng no. seeks eight energetic
CSR to join a, groeirg teen. Cleats
include Sega. LucasArts, etc. BA/BS
in field related to printing industry,
related exp, highly proficient On PC
(Word. Dee) req. Salary commensurate with related course work &
experience, plus xInt benefrts.Fax
user letter. resu me: 408727-1345.
FUNLOVING, OUTGOING
dependable person needed
for photographing evening
social events. No exp. nec.
$7.00+/hr. 1-800-872-7892.

WORK OUTDOORS WITH FRIENDS.
College Pro Painters is hiring
responsible students. No exp.
fed. $6410/hr. Work in Mt. View,
LA Hills. Call 415-497-5434 ext. 2.

SECURITY’ FT/PT WILL TRAIN.
Swing, Grave. Call Walker Security
Services 247-4827.

DANCE/DRAMA/ART specialists
needed for fine art day camp. Call
SWIM INSTRUCTORS - Family 370-1877 for info or apply in perhealth club in Los Gatos is son at Southwest YMCA. 13500
seeking experienced swim Quito Rd. Saratoga.
instructors for immediate
openings. WSI or YMCA inst. TEACHER: Before 3 After School
certification, CPR, First Aid, & Program. F/T. Paid medical,
Lifeguard Training certifications dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
are required. Apply in person. units required. Resume to:
Frederick Ferrer, @ Gardner
Call 356-2136 for info.
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS! Staff San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
needed for GA Scout resit Camps
in Santa Cruz Mtns. and day camp RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
in San Jose: Counselors, Horseback Must be dependable & have own
Riding instructors, Maintenance, transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
Cooks, and Lifeguards. Call 408- by working around your schedule.
Learn new skills. Benefits and
287-4170 mae info.
advancement opportunities.
call Washington Inventory
Please
TUTORS NEEDED Paid stanuIps
Part-time spring with possible full Service at 408/2948196.
time summer. Cal 4159492236.
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR:
ENERGETIC HANDYMAN needed June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $7.44for plumbing, painting. etc., for $9 04 /hr Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
rental properties. Please be Recreation Dept., 354-8700x26.
reliable, neat, good attitude.
$6/hour to start. Call 282-1505.

Aesoclated Students Campus
Recreation LIFEGUARD WANTED
$10 per hour, 3 hours per week.
Call 924-6217.
SUMMER NANNY
Need responsible person to care
for 2 children. ages 2 1/2 & 4 1/2.
in our home for the summer. 6-8
hours a day. Must speak fluent
English, have car and references
& experience. Call 408-298-7531.
Mrs. Wennamaker.
FUU./PART-TIME JOB. Customer
service representatne needed for a
comm. on. in north San Jose. Good
phone skills. Flex hrs. $6+/hr. neg.
Call 800-946-8899 fa more info.
$36,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1.800-898.9778 Ext. R2238 for details.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19.34 years old
Una. Student s/Gr eds/Facurty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324.1900, M -F, 8-5pm.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
INSTRUCTORSANEGUARDS
wanted. A private club is looking
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The
primary responsibility of the
instructor is to teach group swim
lesson for ages 6 months & up. The
primary responsibilities of the life
guard is the safety of all patrons
in the pool area and to uphold the
club rules. Previous experience is
preferred, however not required.
All employees must be certified
in First Aid, CPR, and Lifeguarding.
Instructors must be WSI certified.
Salary is based upon experience,
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm
daily. Call 249-5699.

TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9em
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Downtown
408-494+0200
Campbell
408.3642700
Office positions also available.
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Day Camp, Spats Camp& Specialty
Camp ()recta& Leader applications
being accepted at the Central
YMCA. Applicants must be energetic, enjoy working outdoors,
have previous experience working
with youth 8, have the ability to
lead a variety of camp activities.
For an application or more info.
contact the YMCA at 298-1717a
stcp by 1717 The Alameda. Sal Jose.

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Full time summer job, must like
working with people, be over 18
with good health and clean DMV.
406-9737577.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in
telecommunications marketing.
Highly motivated people move
ahead quickly in this exciting
network marketing approach. Join
the fastest growing industry. If you
are serious about your future you
need to check this out! Call John
at 800266E245 ext. 33422.
TRAVEL THE EXOTIC ORIENT
for FREE! Teach English in Japan,
For interview FAX resume to
510-727-1139. Salary- $30K.
http://www.trendjapan.com .

ARTS & CRAFTS FIRM needs
people. Vaned duties, semi-fun
POOL MANAGER:
job. FT/PT. Also: could use a Mac
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $10.60 - Tutor & someone familiar with silk
$13.00. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga screening. Bob, 9844020.
Recreation Dept., 3548700x26.
SMALL THRIFT STORE close to
DAY CAMP DIRECTORS/Asst. SJSU needs general help. FT/PT
Leader. Call 370-1877 or apply in flextime. Good job. Ed, 293-3763.
person at Southwest YMCA.
13500 Quito Rd. Saratoga.
MARKETING ENVIRONMENTAL
We need 3 individuals willing to
SHERATON SAN JOSE
work hard for above average
is now seeking candidates
income. Part-time. Full-time.
for the following positions:
4089884760,
FRONT DESK:
Guest Service Agent
JOBS JOBS JOBS
PBX Operator
Bag-Warner Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
Bell Person
FT/PT/Weekends oily
HOUSEKEEPING:
Guest Room Attendant
57-S9
Unarmed secunty officers
House Person
FAX Resume to 943-1707 or
Prestigious client sites
*Apply in Person:
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
1801 Barber L.n, Milpitas.
Job Hotline 9430600, ext. 151.
Military experience a plus
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
Equal Opportunity Employer.
1-800-385-9419
WANTED- BAND 8, ORCHESTRA
or apply in person
Instrument Salesperson. Looking for 591W. Hamilton @ Seri Tomas Exp.
Campbell, CA (408) 378-9760
someone with retail experience,
knowledge of band & orchestra eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
instrLrnents. Bilingual a plus. Call
The Starving Musician 5549041. COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST
_Register for class _Roommate
TEACHERS/AIDES - Full time and _Place to love _Student loan _Buy
part time positions avail. immed. books _FIND A JOBII _Strike
for two pre-schools in South San up a conversation with that nice
Jose area. Teachers: Child Center iookingperson I met at registration.
We can’t help you-With everypermit preferred 8, 12 unite ECE
required. Aides: units not req. Call thing but we may be able to help
you with a job.
Growth & Opportunity 779-1943.
Would you like a position that
DAY CAMP STAFF NEEDED- Girl will oampliment your class schedule?
Positions available throtzpout San
Scout summer day camp in San
Jose. Program focuses on cultural Nee. Santa Cera.Fremoet &Milpitas.
VANGUARD
sharing and the environment. Low
SECURITY SERVICES
ratios, supportive atmosphere
Apply M-F 8am.5pm.
and a variety of camp activities.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
Competitive Salary. For more info
cane Scott/San Tomas.
call 408-287-4170.

THE INFORMATION CENTER in
the Student Union is now accepting
applications for employment.
Positions will begin kg. 12. 1996.
Please contact the Student Union
Director’s Office 9am to 5ten M-F,
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
wanted City of Si. $9.52/hr, or call 924-6310.
30+hrs/wk. Ant-Graffiti Program.
Fax resume to 298-7020, or call TEACHERS & AIDS WANTED for
Fantastic Fun in the Sun. FT & PT
for more info. 277-3208.
positions for summer camp
and school year. Flexible hours.
FRESHERS LEMONADE
1 block from SJSU. Call nowl
Flexible hours available
279-0858. Horace Man School
408-7345204
Local Amusement Pass/Stadiums Age Child Development Center.

11

SUMMER JOBS! HIRING NOWI
6-8 P/T jobs earning $150 up to
$450/week. Jobs filled on first
come, first serve basis. Call
408-249-8446.

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Posy
tons are now available at National
Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
1-206-971-3620 est N60413.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE,
Rec, Pay. Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408.3783200 ext. 21.
5257,000. My 2nd yew income
2 years out of college. Not
multi -level, just an honest
way to make good money.
Call 800.9464690. Free info.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

S40,000/YR INCOME
SHARED HOUSING
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1-800-898- ROOM FOR RENT IN VICTORIAN
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. 3 brm apt.. w/male. I block from
SJSU. $325/mo.+ util. 947-7779.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
FOR RENT
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed. CHARMING CLASSIC 1 BR for
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. clean. cruet, sober & Tema* respas
Call Action Day Nurseries. sible adult. $603/mo+dep. Avail 6/1
408-996-1437.
Sngle occupancy. 551-553 So. elti
St. 492-8828 or 292-3239, Uoyd.
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
FT/PT School-age chiare (6+ ECE) SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER
preferred. M -F, 2-6 flex. Looking "Fun & friendly environment
for fun creative people who are 5 Minute walk to campus
willing to make a difference. Newly furnished rooms
Summer opportunity also avail- "Well-equipped student kitchen
able (childcare. camp, aquatics). Computer & study rooms
For more information, call Marie "Laundry room
at 408-370.1877.
"Parking
For Ameeican & international
S(CUM’? 3CUPNLTS, INC.
Students.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
Corporate Sites, Top Payl
tour. 360 S. 11th St. (Between
Too many benefits to list!
San Carlos & San Salvador).
Day, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T &P/T.
Cat or appy in person. Mon-Sun 7-7.
STUDIOS FOR RENT £1295/MO.
408286-5880. 5550 Medan Am
Shared Rooms for $175/mo.
Rent includes utilities.
btwn. San Cabs ald ParWnocr.
tehrd the Cad and Party Rae.
Across fron SJSU. Parking
Pool/Fuzzball Tables, Arcade
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG.
Big Screen, Meal Plan Avail.
Call Wane 2866058
5 FT/PT positions available nowl
or Powell 2974823.
Rapid advancement! Training
provided. People personality
preferred. Call for interview. 2 BORK APARMINI- 13100/100.
4082444097.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close in
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time. am/pm shifts, flex hours. Modern Building
Laundry Room
Mon-Fri. Serving Downtown San
Jose. Inner City Express. 22 West Village Apts. 576 S 5th St
Saint John, San Jose. Apply in (408) 295-6893.
person- 7:30arre6Pm.

TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem. schoosage recreation prog..
P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T)
during sum, camp prog. %Int. sal.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 3548700x23. (Not axed. for egg donation. Desperate
school year? Call for summer em- Asian couples need your help
ployment -lifeguards, camp leaders). to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30. healthy and
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth responsible. Generous stipend
Sports Instructor, Lifeguards. and expenses paid. Please call
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards. WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
Swim inseuctors. Camp Counselors,
and Sports Camp instructors. DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
Accepting applications at the Our 129 year-old publishing comSouth Valley Family YMCA, 5632 pany. Southwestern, is looking to
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA. select 8-10 students horn SJSU
to work in our summer program.
Average profit from summer work:
LOOKING FOR A JOB
Temporary Permanent
55.766. For interview information
call (408)241-9903.
Part-Time
with
big
We are a small agency
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
contacts( Come in today, bring
your resume & tell us about your- mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.
self. We want to get to know youl
AVAILABLE POSMONS:
Administrative Assistant
OPPORTUNITIES
*Clerical
*Customer Service
EXCITING Business Opportunity
"Receptionist
in telecommunications industry.
*Accounting
Call (510) 792-5459
"Tech Support
"Sales/Marketing
$100,000+POTENTIAL. How to
We’re here to help youl
make money. 150+ honest
Cali Today
ways. $14.95 for book. Send
CAREER RESOURCES
check today. Robert Hyatt,
Personnel Service
Box 2428. Percellville. VA
869 El Camino Real
22132-2428 Ship-Inc.
Menlo Park
(415)328.6687 (415) 3284526

TRAVEL
EUROPE $269.
Bea little flexible and save $SE.
Well help you beat the airline prices
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCH. 8003974096
airhitchrtenetcom.com

CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1-900-622-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- min. (9-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.e 408-683-5723.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spokee. Foreigners we)coree!
rerft tips, tools and Ideas Ori
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.sclpluccom
Regular email: aci@netcom.com
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 5254605...ask for Daniel.

REAL ESTATE

FOR NATIONAL / AGENcy as

r

Ad Ratans 3-line minimum
Few
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
DWI
$13
$14
$15
$16

Arfdres,
Ity S Stale

enene
Send Check Or rrnney order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the RIM day, rote Inereeeste by $11 per day. San Joss State University
San Joie, CA 951924140
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up lo 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Mute-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGARONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.

Certain advertisements In
these columns mey refer the
reader to speak telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information
Clasailled readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupon for discount
vocations or merchand se

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
II Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
MONITIONS? CALL (408) 9243277

ow. 408-924-3277
/

Please check

one classification:
_came.,s clut
Greek Messagei
_Events*
__Announcerriere
_Lest a^(1
_Vo ,,^!reFor Sale.
_Autos For Sart,.
’rave
_Computers Etc
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Wo,d Process
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities
r

3

available for these classifications.$5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
OBI-4209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & Englisr. Papers/treses
Our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paula Virginia 408251-0449.
PROOFREADING EDITING
8, Word Processing
Get your papers edited before
they are graded. A polished
paper improves grades
Free pckup and delivery.
18 years business experience.
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(4013) 241-0513

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
tem papers. tneses. resumes.
group projects. etc Tree seelling
and grammar Check. Typewriter
available for filling in forms. Do
you tape interviews of people for
reports or later reference? If so,
i will transcribe your tapes.
FAX machine. Notary Public
Wili oo one day turnaround when
schedule permits. Call Anna at
972-4992 from 8ern to 7prn
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you!
Resumes, Term Papers.
Screenplays, APA,
Dictaphone
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie 445-0707
AFFORDABLE IS EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters,
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5 1,
HP Laser II All formats. speciaiizing
in APA Spelling. punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247 2681 iBarn-Born).

NEKILARSHIES

FREE MONEY For Yost Education!
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES Apply for your share in millions of
"Resumes "Term Papers
ur,c,airned private sector aid Call
"Letters *Tape Transcriptions
Scholarship Resource Services
20 years experience.
408-261-8676
Low Rates!
408/297-3341.
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
Birtion in public and private sector
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing grants & scholarships is now
Theses, term papers. vo,o available. All students are eligible
projects, resumes, mini amicro regardless of grades, income,
cassette transcripticrt All formats. or parent’s income. Let us help.
Fax available. Experienced, Call Student Financial Services:
dependable. quick return. 1.900263-6495 ext. 960415.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
$1.000 SiLIDEPCSOIOUIMIPS
$1,000 scholarships and venous
THE PERFECT PAPER
awards sponsored by Paciaging
Resumes
Industry! Enroll in Packagng for
"Research Papers
elgibiley. Scholarships available for
Manuscripts, etc.
Spnng and Fall 1996. Graduates
Worked with SJSU Students &
receive So’ more job offers.
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Starting salares from $30k+
Turnaround. 10 mnutes horn SJSU.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
Marcondes, Packagng Program.
from 8arn.6pm @ (408) 937-0373.
Coordinator at 408/924.3210.
IS 207 or COB 200.
HAYWMCFIEMOMfLINION WY
wordprocessing and Typing;
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
Academic/Bus. work accepted
We can help. Peyote money.
ReportsThesesMLA/Turab.
No pay back. For details. call
Expert in APA format 14th ed.)
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667.
WP5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer -Fax
7 Days a Week 7:00am.9:00Prn
COMPUTERS ETC.
Suzanne Scott
(510)4410504a (510)4899794
FOR SALE
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers. gro...P
SS WE PAY TOP CASH SS
projects, resumes, mini or micro
cassette transcription Al formats.
Fax available. Experienced.
dependablempuick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-2644504

DAILY
CROSSWORD
CROSS.
,...,trn
111i.

/lira/ II, : ’d ):!’l: L\slie

ACROSS

SPORTS/THRILLS

GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s, Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

CALL MARCIA 2639446
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Terre Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Turabien MIA
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc, Work/English/History
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus

WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing. rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info, please cal!
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.

EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
WANTED
State Hayward’s Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
credit. June 17 to August 6. CA Dental Board Exam. Free
cleaning, filling, and crown if
Info: Julie Clark, 510.885-3538.
qualified. Contact LasFong Lee at
415.929-6515 for more info.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydrving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

WORD PROCESSING
TOJO’S Word Processing Service
ResurriesScnool PapersFlyers
Powerpoint presentations
"Color output
VERY LOW RATES.
Call Tooey! 408.9377201

1 Only
5 Knife handle
9 Sweepstake
game
14 Guitars’ cousins
15 - Ben Adhem
16 Spud state
17 Clapton or Idle
18 Pancake topping
20 Expedition
22 Drink daintily
23 Droops
24 Fruit’s flesh
26 Bakery items
28 Ben Franklin
was one
32 Facial
preparations
36 - Zedong
37 Jewish religious
literature
39 Lazy 40 Eager
42 Not starry time
44 Father
45 Strong winds
47 Stitched
49 High card
50 Votes in
52 Bearing
54 Go first
56 Pats (on)
57 Tower city
60 - -a-dub-dub
62 Distributed
66 Ambition
co Sinner C;uthries
. i, s need
’ 2 ,’ ;itatoes
73 It may be
common
*4 Bunch of cows
-; - gm
DOWN
1 Take ti, court
2 &vet

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Two Tinos
One
DM* Dora
Day
$9
$7
$5
3 Woe
$10
$11
$5
4 lines
$11
$7
$9
II Mee
$12
$10
VI
Owe
$1 for each additional line.

LOST & FOUND

LOST SEEING GLASSES in teack
MEN & WOMEN
leather case. If found, please call PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
pgr 408-7884046 Reward,
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perms,
nenta remove your unwanted hair.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Back- Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
MST FUNIORMINI Rase $500 its receive 15% discount. First apple
atis-Gtedos. Grace, ate, motwatal 1/2 price if made before 631-96.
individuals Fast, easy No financial Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
obligation. 1-8O0.8621982 set.33. Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(406)379-3500.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Save 30% 60%
Electrolysis is the answer!!
on your dental needs.
I remove hair from any where
For info call 1-800-655.3225.
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln, San Jose, 9939093
VOLUNTEERS
AAorsSat./ Free Cons /Eve appts.
RESEARCH STUDY WANTED: All Students Receive 20%Discount.
Volunteers to test a new product.
Volunteers paid $20. ChernTrak is a
ElECTROLYSISCUNIC.
meical no. iccated it Saneraie. CAi
Unwanted hair removed forever.
which develops home-use medical
Specialist. Confidential.
prockes. Well be perfcrmrg a Pe*
Your own probe or disposable.
to evaluate a (Joliet desced to help
335 S. Bayssood Ave. Sar Jose
people with tikes. We watt lie you to
247-7486.
come to a nearby testing location &
help us test the usabiliy of the new
podia. You will be at ti-re testing site
SERVICES
for about 45 minutes total, including
answering questions. This study will
COCHR ELL’S
be on one day during the week of PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
5/20/96. You must be Ile to read &
Member of Professional
speak Erygish well You must rot ha.e Association of Resume Writers.
worked in a laboratory trofessionally,
Reasonable Rates.
For information or to volunteer.
Call 356-6782.
please call the study coordinator
at 408-773-8156.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
CAMPUS CLUBS
Intermediate Or Advanced. Learn
JOIN ME CELTIC HERITAGE cLus. any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
Enpilearnsig about Inlet. Scottish, Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
and Welsh culture. Explore the Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
GET MORE INTERVIEWS
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
& Better Jou Offers Let us
culture. For more information, prepare your professional resume.
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.
ResumePro 408-882-5035,
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From page 1
and those speaking only English
can also find useful materials on
subjects they may not find at other
libraries.
This year marked the 20th
anniversary of LILA and in June of
1997 their lease will be up for
renewal. But as the years go on the
library materials keep expanding
and the Sacred Heart building is
no longer big enough to accommodate them.
"We have outgrown this facility,"
Mendez -Ortiz said. "(It) will not
allow for technology and new
materials."
BLA has been relying on comm
ty efforts to raise money for a
new location and the citv is lending its support.
In April a fund-raising serenade
was held to celebrate the library’s
20 years and raise money for its
future. Trio Intimo, a San Jose
local band, donated its time as well
as Latin-American Folk Singer
Mochi Parra from San Francisco.
The event was presented and

produced by Los Amigos De La
Biblioteca Latino Americana,
which means the friends of BLA.
Zapata said the group that supports the library encourages literacy and makes its patrons proud of
their heritage.
"They are very courteous and
knowledgeable," Zapata said.
Mendez -Ortiz said the library is
still counting donations from the
event and estimates the total at
$5,000. She said Prospect High
School took up a donation and
Santa Clara High School participated in a BLA-sponsored
thon.
The library still has a little over a
year to plan for relocation, but
Mendez-Ortiz said that isn’t much
time when funding is not fully
available. In the meantime BLA
will keep trying to raise the mm It’s
it needs.
For more information on fund
raising for Biblioteca Latino
Library
contact
Americana,
Administration, Thom Cummins
at 277-4822.

From page I
countries on the coast of
West Africa (Ghana, Toto and
Benin).
The 20-plus cast of the World
Repertory Ensemble had in their
hands everything from African
Rattles (called Axatse) and drums
to saxophones and synthesizers.
"It (World Repertory Ensemble)
has a lot of different influences,"
Hartigan explains. "A little jazz,
funk, hip-hop, reggae and gospel."
The crowd seemed to enjoy the
sounds as each song and solo was
greeted with applause. During the
two hours the musicians played
non-stop, they were given constant
applause.
Hartigan said that his class was
especially excited about playing
because of the presence of C.K.
Ladzekpo and his co-hort Trevino
Leon. Lacizekpo is a master drum-

mer originally from Ghana.
"With the presence of C.K., the
students got that much more into
their drumming," Hartigan said.
Hartigan said it isn t hard to
keep his students motivated about
their music.
"The students take this class
because they love the culture and
the music," Hartigan said. "The
students do it themselves. I don’t
make them play."
Both ensembles have been performing all semester and have performed more than 10 concerts
each. The performers are all
enrolled in the classes but aren’t
necessarily full-time SJSU students
or even music majors.
"As long as they have an interest
in the subject and are proficient at
playing their instruments, they can
take the class," Hartigan said.

tillee

City Council okays funding for computer system
The City Council’s
(AP)
finance committee has unanimously agreed to fund a multi-million dollar computer system that

would make it easier for police to
track criminals. The
system
would allow officers to enter and
receive data.

Power Moe 7200/120
8/500,41/1. (.7). /5’ moralor
Makes it easy to bring the
vast new world of the Internet to
.our desk. And with the Apple’
Internet cuniection Kit and a
modem, null be surfing on die
Net faster than rai
can say ’information super
highway.’

Hip hop dance class struts its stuff
By Leslie Asbury
Spartan Inun Sta 1 Writer

For nearly 100 students, hip hop dance was
alive Wednesday. All semester long the students
of the new jazz 42A dance class, sweated and
grooved to the latest music.
They learned the newest hip hop steps from
two professors and three student interns and
showcased their new knowledge in the lid
Todd Studio Theater for 45 minutes.

ainpus. She said this was a dance class that is
accessible to all students, not just dancers.
This performance was more for encouragement for the students rather than a requirement.
"They always perform better when they have
something to look forward to," said McDonald.
This semester was one of experimentation
for the professors and would like to see it stay
around as long as hip hop remains in style.

The theater was pat ked with cheering
onlookers and excited performers. Each class
performed what they learned with the interns
showing off their stuff. The hour concluded
with a performance by the campus group
Synergie.
"Everything was exemplary." Cel Gallia, student intern said. "I am proud of my students."
Annette McDonald, professor of the class,
said she saw there was a need for this class on

Crusade
Saludes, a biology of sciences major at SJSU
and Crusade member. "I think people in
the video were honest. They were regular
students and they didn’t have some kind of
agenda."
Most of the students had their own
depiction of a higher power but were
unsure of what they believed admitting
they hadn’t thought about the questions
much.
And that was the point of the Crusade
seminar. To get everyone’s opinion on campus and conclude that they can’t all be
right.
Schneider began his testimony about a
story when he went to a Christian camp in
high school.
Schneider, said a counselor told a story
about when he lost control of his car and
hit a woman.

From page I
Johnston, one of the producers. "It (video)
got them to think; just a thought is important to get them on the right track."
By "the right track" Johnston is referring
to becoming a Christian.
The video focused on students who were
mostly, not Christians. It was capped off
with a testimony by Crusade member Chris
Schneider.
In response to the video one student
said, "I use to think God was George
Burns."
Another student who said he was atheist
said, "God is for those weak at heart."
The answers ranged from the fundamentals of the Christian faith to Jesus was only a
prophet, to God is only a figment of people’s imagination.
"It (the video) was realistic," said Sara

The counselor suffered from depression
and wanted to end his life. Until a friend of
his told him that even the most horrid sin,
like the one he had committed, was forgivable by God. The counselor came to Christ
and his sharing this story was the push that
Schneider needed to do the same.
"As he was speaking I felt that this is
something I needed to do for myself,"
Schneider said.
After the video was over students talked
to Crusade members about what they
thought.
Saludes said he was happy the video provided a forum of different ideas about spiritual issues.
"A lot of times people don’t stop to think
about God," Saludes said.

Captured sea lion looks for exile at Sea World
SEATTLE (Al’) One down, tout to go.
That’s the count at the Ballard Locks after a
fish-munching sea lion, one of five targeted for
capture, was caught Monday.
The 636-pound sea lion, known as No. 225,
was moved to a holding pen at the Point
Defiance Zoo in Tacoma, a temporary stop for
the animal whose new home will be at Sea
World in Orlando, Fla.
He’ll be held there "till we capture one or
two other sea lions or until Sea World is convinced we’re not going to capture any more
animals," said Brian Gorman, spokesman for
the National Marine Fisheries Service here.
Earlier this year, after a change in the Marine
Mammal Protection Act, the state got federal
permission to kill the five most voracious of the
bewhiskered behemoths that gobble steelhead
migrating through the locks and delight

Power Mae- 7600/120
/6.1//taoh. (./) J monitor
With its amazing multimedia

capabilities you can easily
tinng yourwork to life With
built In stereo sound, video
graphics and animation
it’s why your work will never
kink or sound the
same again

StyleWriter 1200
it al, II iOiiili vi v., it

tourists with somersaults and other water play.
The plan, approved after years of unsuccessful attempts to deter the animals with firecrackers, rubber bullets and air horns, drew an outcry from environmental groups, who blame the
man-made locks for the problem.
In April, Sea World volunteered to provide a
home for the errant sea lions in Orlando.
Steelhead on their way to freshwater spawning streams stop passing through the locks in
May and in June, the sea lions migrate to
California to breed.
But some of the targeted animals have been
seen at the locks year round, Gorman said, noting that in early summer, they can catch outbound juvenile steelhead and salmon headed
for the ocean, where they mature.
"Some sea lions hang out at the dock just to
eat those juveniles," he said.

almost anywhere Making
it easy to move
wherever p)u want
to go. And with its
outstanding printing
quality, It makes
wmr work look
amazing

I he I lumane Society of the tidied States,
based in Washington, D.C., said Tuesday neither Washington state nor the federal agency
has the authority to send the animal to Sea
World.
That group and several other environmental
organizations filed suit to prevent any sea lions
from being killed.
Naomi Rose, a Humane Society marine
mammal scientist, suggested the state simply
hold the sea lion at Point Defiance until the
end of the steelhead season later this month
and then release him. For weeks, there was no
sign of any of the animals considered primary
offenders Nos. 41, 45, 87, 225 and 17, also
known as "Hondo." Authorities put fencing
around navigational buoys near a large, floating
cage anchored in the water, to make the cage
the accessible and enticing.

.CLUME

I know what you’re
thinking. What does a fish know,
right? Well, I may not know much, but I do keep
my ears open. Like just the other day. I overheard a
couple of students talking. Found out that Apple is offering
incredibly low campus prices on Macintosh’ computers. Found
out that a Mac is a really easy way to get up and running on
the Internet. I even found out that more students are
using a Mac to share ideas on the Internet than any
other computer. Boy, what I would give to get
out of this stupid castle and
start surfing the Net.

bir more infirm/um lard It/ on the Itibrnel rit hap hol Imo ,apie wmi

1111,
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Apply for an Apple Computer Loan. Get a Mac; Pay later.

Best price on Apple Computers for San Jose students!
Apply for Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-LN
For all your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
Prices subject to change without notice. See store for details.
Limited availability on certain products.
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COVER PHOTO BY SUE BOWLING
A rider prepares to take on the mechanical hull
at the Saddle Rack country and western bar.

A

APAQ TiiiiNoLoGY, a dynamic
manufacturer of high quality personal computer
systems, is looking for goal oriented people!
Accot.VF MANAGER

?
msible for strategic partner development. 2-year college
degree preferred and minimum 2 years experience in PC sales
with distributor or mass merchant channel. Basic + commission.
INSIDE SALFS REPRESENTATIVE
*Develop sales for assigned territory. Minimum I year PC sales
experience and some college.
BID DESK CLERK (PT Hourly)
*Will identify government bid opportunities and assist sales in bid
completion. Minimum of high school diploma and ability to
operate a PC required.
Excellent communication skills and attention to detail
is a must. Multiple languages a plus! Equal Opportunity
Employer. Competitive salary. Fax resume to
(408) 487-0200 or e-mail to rperereapaq.com

PIERCING HOURS:

CASH FOR YOUR CLOTHES
WE BUY YOUR CLOTHES.
WE PAY BEFORE YOU LEAVE:
YOU GET 40% IN CASH NOW
OF WHAT WE WILL SELL THEM FOR.

City cunegD
minutes
cd,

Stat-e)
8 minutes
We are Here
(with Parking)

PARK AVE. SAN JOSE, CA 95126

408-293-7660

The Associated Students
Program Board proudly
Presents

AVERAGE CLOSET-FULL NETS $25.00 1"0 $200.00
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY*

W. San Carlos

WI 34/ SAT 12-8

Stevens Creek

The
Mr.’

As Seen
on MTV

T
Experience
Friday May 10th

minut
Santa Clara
minute

San Jose State
Student Union
Amphitheater

FREE Show
CROSSROADS

TRADING CO

Buy Sell Trade Current Women’s Men’s

12 Noon

Clothes

*Call 408 292-6100 for more Info. Open Mon -Sat 11-7: Sun 12-6
959W. San Carlos (near Bascom. across from Western Appliance)
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For a good time
call 297-TOGO

wiPE OUT PRICES

The catering authority "336 E.Wilharn at Eighth St
Ir

20% OFF ANYTHING
IN STORE

297 -TOGO

tio,1 Od "nip htil -MGM"

(NO SALE ITEMS OR HARDGOODS.)
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[CfNEBAR
!A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
mum
!
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Use a blazing last
486 or Pentium Computer
only $6/hr and .25 a print
Open M -F 9:00-3:00 p.m.
Tues. 1:30-6:30 p.m.

YWCA
Career Center
375 So. Third st.

69 E San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

MUST BRING IN THIS
COUPON

PACIFIC WAVE
1502 PACIFIC AVENUE
DOWNTOWN SANTA CRUZ
CALIFORNIA,95060
408458WAVE
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FARN MONEY IN RESEARCH

HYPER-CAFFEINATED COFFEE
Serious buzz for serious users
now at

TIRED OF TAKING ALL THOSE
MEI)ICINES FOR ALLERGY
RELATED ASTHMA? It rill are A
rion,anoker le4tig oral or inhaled
steri ’Kis and litqweeti the ages of 1245 r111 0111 rani up to S29110.00 hy
participating tri A unique research
snuh. N it chronic asthma unlike any
ilictapv currently
Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara Valley
Research Center
Si, U. Sat jom
Li 1 v. \ .,.1 1,..,

FREE STICKERS WI-FILE SUPPLIES LAST. WARNING THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS CAFFEINE PLEASE USE DISCRETION

extreme coffee online h

I -8011-7-1-ASTH MA

extrernecolfee com
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One hundred twent y five roll, of film and 19
p h t al. I it I, span t 24
hours tram; to sapture a
"typical’ Jay in San Jose.
As the sun rose at b a.m.
on April 26, our photographers hegan shooting. We
didn’t slop until 6 LIM the
next morning. Our gc.411
$1,1eapture.m film
what people do on a regular Jay. Some people tried
on wedding. dresses, some
took light rail to work and

Will
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that ,.apiure the flavor
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San Jose

it lea -I iint phith, it ;thin

-fhisr jest oul,In’t have been made possible if it
wasn’t for some very generous people. Pete ionstant
of Sharper Image and Kevin Rornineski of Kodalr
supplied tin, film, and Joseph Levine of Calypso
Imaging provided the processing. We’d also Filet,.
thank Richard WiJorn from the San j.ij M.ionvy
News for letting nw.eine tbei, computers. Ire are
grateful for the npt4er of pages we were pros
Lastly, it wnissistia041irive looked so -harp wit
such tale
Enjoy!
Joseph Levine
Calypso Imaging
Kevin Roznowski
Eastman Kodak Co.
Pete Constant
Sharper Image
Richard Wisdom
The San Jose Mercury News

6:00 A.M.
Sill -tied hy the April 26, I 096
rising sun, a jogger makes his isav
across the Bud \Villiers track,
Campus.
San lose State
sill

..’7.:11111.11

PHOTO BY JEFF CHIU
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8:D1 A. NI
City lighto along Santa Clara Strvet in downtown Snit lore vompelvo agniiit du. glow of thv voivrging
In orning oii il. in downtown aria,
tin agrvoeivv City of San 1,iftv redvvvlopinent agvncivo, hap
ovvn 4 rvourrection within the ’,apt dvvadv. What oiwv iisvd to hv 114Vint for pnootitillion and ..rinn,
tnrnv,1 into a huoinvm. oector on the vvrgv of an Vt:Otlinint. !loom. Computvr 11.1.chVAN ihIulpaltv
Wi’ll AO an adivv nhtiiim. with’.
Sy,tvmo havv (ownl their homv in downtown San it,PW,
PHOTO BY STEVE KEEGAN
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630

A.M.

right
Morning light streams through
windows, hitting Nathan Thayer,
an SJS1T student, while he makes
bread sticks at the Roma Bakery
in San lose .lardner neighhorhood, blocks south of the
Downtown area. since 1907 the
Pera family has been baking
French bread and rolls for restaurants in the Bay Area.
I, C I

W

Frank, the morning foreman, awaits the next lough
with Bruce to make
’spaghetti loaves, seveninch sourdough rolls.
PHOTOS BY PAUL MYERS
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7:00 A.M

As the sun rises over South San Jose, Spina Farm employee Ramon Rodrigile. lifts
an irrigation pipe to he moved to another part of the land. Spina Farm, if f
Monterey Road, has heen owned and operated hy John Spina for more than 10
years. ’Ile farmland, which harvests corn, also consists of a food stand and the
Claktree Woodyard. Spina says he does not anticipate corn the growing until July.
San Jose occupies a larse area south of the main urhan sprawl. Although some of it
has been developed, such as the hish-priced Silver Creek residential area, much of it
will stay undeveloped.
PHOTO BY JEFF CHIU
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7:00 A.M

Socorro Ram ierez., left, and
Lucy Planell look through
yearbook while waitan
ing, for their school Isis in
the northern Alviso area.
The young adults are hum]
to a nearby Peterson Junior
I ligh Sckool in Santa Clara.
The school hus picks them
LIP at 7 a.m., which means
some of the kids get up as
early as 5:30 a.m. to get
ready for school. As part of
a desegregation program, the
San j.ise I ’inked School
I hstriet hoses students
thningkiiit the city.
8:00

PHOTO BY JOHN STUBLER

A.M

Jennifer Bradford, 6,
and Travis Williams,
11, walk together down
Blossom Avenue to
Earl Frost Elementary
School in South San
Jose. The hest friends
walk to school together
everyday.

PHOTO BY R W BRADFORI)
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B:45 A.M.
Sixth -grader David I )Alibier and his seventh grade lirother Rolierto, right, hang out at tile liast
William and South Fourth street corner with friends who are about to hoard a schtiol bus to
Castillero Middle School. I )avid flashes Surtino gang signs Them are two major divisions of gangs
plague some populations of the Latino vi milli in San ,u I I N, Timms are a gang of prvdomiret ,mu I f mostly first -generation
nantly Northern California Mexican .\ mericans. i lie
Mexican Americans and those from Southern
PHOTO BY CHRIS SIMESCU

9:30 A.M.

Steve Finley, a maintenance foreman front the I )epartinent of
Streets and Parks, paints over a graffiti -covered wall on the
corner of 2Ist and Santa Clara streets. Finley spends eight
hours a day, five days a week covering graffiti. ’Come hack
the end of the weekend. It’ll he tagged h
PHOTO BY JOHN STUBLER
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11:00 A.M.

left
Dennis Mejia, a test technician from Silicon Valley’s
StrataCom, tests memory boards for their cell switching
technology. Stratacom malies Asynchronous Transfer Mode
networles and local area networlis (LAN) which essentially

link a company’s telephone line and computer systems.

On April 22, Cisco Systems, Inc., announced that an agreement was made to acquire StrataCom. The merger ,if the two
c,unpanies would make them one of the largest computer
tinpanies today.
kell INV

Calein Img, a San lose State I.7niversity engineering graduate,
works in ins enbiele at StrataCom with various cartoon action figures hanging in his office space. None of the items he has in his
office are things be knight himself; it all came fritin co-worlters.
’People just kept giving, me stuff, so I hung it up,’ said Ting.
PHOTOS BY JOHN STUBLER

6:00 A.M

ni "incilit to a ith.t

,

have adopt,,i
pension technology to use on mountam
who ride mountaii, hiLes II r, ad 11L the suspension hecause it helps to
kicYCIC

Olnipanies

make the ride smoother. Rock Slit. is an
international company which manufactures
suspension forks in an Jose. I lere,
Armando Asrrada fine times a suspension
fork to factory specifications.
Rock Shox is owned by Specialized Bicycle
Components, one of the largest hicycle and
bicycle manufacturing companies in the
world. Located in Morgan I till, Specialized
makes everything from $3,000 mountain
hikes to $40 cycling jerseys.
PHOTO BY CHRISTIAN DEL ROSARIO
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1:00 P.M.

The 20,000 seat an Jose Arena awaits the first game of the San Jose Sabercats arena
; has ao indoor artififoothall season, a spinolf of the National Football 1.eague. Th f.eld
cial turf surface which is 50 yards long with 10 yard long end zones, aimed at making the
game a higher-scoring and more exciting experience than its outdoor counterpart. The
arena is also the home of the National Ilockey League San Jose Sharks, who hecame the
primary occupant of the arena in 1993, and the Grizzlies, an indoor soccer team.
PHOTO BY BRYANT HAMMER

12:00 P.M.

Shortly after completing practice a kw minutes before nooii, Sall )(VC’S Clash forward/midfielder,
Jeff 13aicher, puts an ice pack on his upper th111 and looks over midfielder Paul Bravo’s shoulder
to read the newly arrived Freekick magazine, the official program of the Clash. The Clash is one
of the teams in the newly formed Major League Soccer organization. They practices at the San
Jose State liniversity South Campus either on the Spartan Stadium field or the other practice
fields around the stadium, mainly to keep the main field from getting damaged.
PHOTO BY CHRIS SIMESCU
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6:01

A.M

Super fan, super ciillector entrepreneur 13i II Reynolds,
53, Ili it OVII -proclaimed Iiiggeo
collector around. liesides his collection,
Reynolds T41111 4 014111(6 rI1110V41 survive, deld it, it
devout Sim Francisco 49err. fan. Ibtring the football
49erfl4g on his flagpole and
OV401111, Pl711111(111 MVO
decorates his house wid i 49ere pamplianalia.
PHOTO By R.W BRADFORD
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4:00 A.M
Gerry and I leidi Ramirez spend a quiet
afternoon sitting in the playground of
Lowell Iilementary School with their seven month -old daughter Ilene, watching a
picb-up volleyhall game.
PHOTO BY STEVE KEEGAN

aHOURS
, San Jo

10:00 A.M.
ahove
A woman walks past a mural
that depicts the hispanic culture in the Alum Rock area.
The corn represents the staple
of Mexican food, and the man
in the middle represents the
Mexican Revolution. The
other people are reflections of
the Hispanic culture.
According to the 1990
Census, Hispanics make up
26 percent of the population
in San Jose.
PHOTO BY JOHN STUBLER

2:30 P.M.

COlhert, a homeless man, uses a
:4an Jose bus stop as a rest point on
Ills way to find a cigarette. C1illiert
had been walking along an Li
Clara Street stopping and talking
with any, who would listen.
After walking almost eight hi k5,
he stopped to rest hecanse the heat
was wearing 111111 1111,11.

1.1111,,rt

said he had heen drinking steadily
fir most of the morning, so h the
time mid-afternoon canine, he was
too worn di.. to stay ’Ili 111 tili.
heat Ii r 11111j; pen ’iii 1 time
PHOTO BY BRYANT HAMMER
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1:00 P.M

shove
Birthday celebrants for the month of April feast at the Northside Community
Center on North Sixth Street. The center provides a gathering place for FilipinoAmerican senior citizens. Activities such as ballroom dancing, bingo and occasional sight-seeing trips are regular events senior citizens participate in at the center.
Today everyone celebrates the birthdays with food, dance and lots of cheer.
tot,
Sam Wallestna, an 86-year-old regular at the Northside
Community Center, awaits a haircut from his friend in the lohby.
PHOTOS BY CHRISTIAN DEL ROSARIO
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11:30 A.M.

Calvin Edwards helps fellow sophomores
in a tug-of-war match against a group of
seniors during the ’Battle of the Classes at
Oak Grove I ugh School in south San Jose.
Skateboard plunger relays and balance
beam pillow fights were among other games
played. The sophomore class seemed to
have the most school spirit but the senior
class was determined to win and did.
PHOTO BY THOMAS BECKER

12:30 P.M.
1.1111Ch tunic is tile 4,110tinit

that high 5h ii students
have to iinwind and take a
break from studies. Jeff
Reich, 16, I..0regrOtind fr iii
Santa Teresa I light SA001 ,
returns a hackey-sack during
a lunch time game with
friends. Ilackey-sack is a
sport where people try to
keep a lean- hag type hall
the air hr nsing their feet.
PHOTO BY CAR LOS GONZALEZ

2:00 P.M.

Judy Nguyen enjoys the
water while floating on
her giant rubber turtle
as the temperatures
crept into the high 80s
on Friday.
PHOTO BY DONA NICHOLS
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6:50

A.M.

Mariak Dakk, 17, a
senior at Santa Teresa
I ligh School cleans out
her pierced navel with a
cotton swab and
Neosporin. She says she
has wanted a navel ring
for over a year and had it
done two month
even though her iu
"thinks it gros,

6:01

A.M.

I ).11,e1 is woken up by her mother, Renee Goularte.
Sliv has an early morning class at 7:20.

6
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7:1 5

A.M.

NM walks to her first class, jazz hand. She plays trumpet.

24 1101 IRS
in the life, ism’’, kie

Mariak

)akel has
lunch with her
friends at
Carl’s Jr.

It’s 6:30 a.m. and Renee Croularte makes her way down
the hall to her daughter’s room.
"Mariah get up, your going to k late," her mom says.
Mariah Dahel mumbles to her mom as she awakens. Dahel is a
I 7-year-old senior at Santa Teresa I ugh School in San Jose.
Dabel rises froni the warmth of her comforter and
makes her way to the bathroom. After hrushing her hair and
teeth, and applyin a little make-up, she puts on a pair of cutoff shorts and a I --Tort. She squeezes a little Neosporin on a
cotton swab and lie.ms to rotate and clean her navel ring.
She .1rah s her hackpack and gives her morn a hug and
kiss good-bye. Dahel drives to school for her first period jazz
hand class, and to the hegi nn.ng of her typical school day. She
is involved the the Italian Student rnion (1St T), and is an
Associated Student Body Representative I )ahel has a 3.3 6I’A,
and has been a.-.epted to Santa Clara I niversity where she will
major in psych. l.,.y.
PHOTOS AND TEXT BY CARLOS GONZALEZ

8:1 5

A.M.

I Ult.] sells candy to classmate Jesse Alvarez. The candy sale is part Of an
economics class project with all the profits going to the senior class.

12:00

P.M.

)ahel reacts to a joke by a classmate
after completing an English test.

may 9-15, 1996
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3:00

P.M.

top

Ann Kwong and Stan Soo have traveled from Richmond to New I’hings Bridal, the largest bridal
shop in California and the third largest in the I Inited States, to try on dresses for their up and coming
traditional Chinese wedding. Soo waits in the other room while Kwong slips in and out of the gowns.
left
The couple has a hard time deciding which gown out of
the final three. They get help from a s.iles consultant.
right
Kwong has her fiance pull back the extra slack on a bridal gown
that she tried on at the shop.
PHOTOS BY LEA TAURIELLO
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above

[’Izabal, ’Freese practices her ballet tnotions with the rest of her intermediate class with the help of
instructions from artistic directitr Rohert Kelley at the an Jose Dance Theatre it, downtown. Kelley
and the students at the dance theatre are getting ready for a full length ballet production of
"Cinderella" which will take place at Ohlone College in Fremont on NI,t 2.1. 25 and 26.
top

Lindsay Parker, top left, Mara, Coleman and Shalia Barrett watch the beginning ballet class as they wait l,,r
their class to start at the an Jose Dance Theatre. Artistic director Robert Kelley left the Fort Vt’ay:le Rilict
Company in Indiana a year ago, and was hired hy the an Jose Dance Theatre to run the day to LIL, ,,pera
choreography and every production the company put’ n.
I ions. Kell’ is also responsible for all the
PHOTOS BY CHRIS SIMESCU
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A Muslim Tale

A man rode 65 donkey, his son in tow behind him.
As they passed a group of people, one cried, What a bad man you are,
making your son walk behind you as you ride your donkey.’ The man
off the donkey, offering his son a ride. As they passed another group, got
one
said, ’What a bacl boy you are, making your poor father walk behind you
as
you ride.’ The boy and h5 father then decided to ride together.
When they passed another group, the people cried, "You bad people,
riding that
poor donkey when 6 only has strength for one.’ They both got down
and began
walkti g behind the donkey. Finally, a man cried, You stupid guys!
God created this
animal for you to ride and now you’re walking behind it!’ Allah
then told them not
to worry what everyone else thought about them for it was only
He who could pass
judgment, and only He that they must worry about pleasing.

2:00

P.M.

top

After a group prayer, three young men continue to worship
individually
at the Islamic Center on North Third Street. They begin by
standing,
then they lean over, touching their knees. Finally, they end by
kneeling.
During each stance, they recite different verses of the Koran.
above
A worshiper faces east toward Me,:a. All Muslims
must make a pilgrimage to Mecca during their lifetime,
as Statedin011C of tile basic
principles of Islam.
right
Muslims kneel for prayer , their shoes strewn out before
them, for
they are not alh,wed to enter a place of worship wearing
them.
’Il,w,r I Alm, whichcans’submission to God,’

Allah as

worship

their me and only God, though they do believe in messengers , such as Mohammed. Prayer is performed five
times a day,
and each serves as a reminder that they are creations of
God.

PHOTOS BY T.R. NICHOLS
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7:00 P.M.
top
Gabriela Moralez, 15, cries during worshiping at
Church of
Christ Ministries of
cries ,1 r. , ły and aappmess
I
are
the result of the their celebration of Holy Spirit’s presence.
Liove
Pastor Aristeda Mendez leads worship during 0 Friday
ocrvice at the Church of Chriot Ministries of FLIM
&nal, Ki lig Rond. The Christian church holds its services iiiSpanish every Friday and Sunday.
left
Clarilwl Beltran, holding five-inonth-old ReheCt,701.ua, tries
to calm her son 1:zeyiel, 2, at the day care center in the
church. livery WCCL, a ITIVIllber of the congregation volunteers
to talw care of the y, ninger children during service"
PHOTOS BY ERIC GRIGORIAN
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6:00

P.M.

’up

A modern cellular telephone contrasts with the conventional pay phone at the Cal Train sta-

tion on Cahill Street in downtown San Jose. Cal Train is one of the city’s major connectors to
San Francisco. $4.50 gets a one-way, 49-mile trip from San Jose to ’The City’ on weekdays.
1,2 ft
her way to visit her family in Campbell, Brooke Wright stretches out to take a nap on the 5:20 Cal Train
from San Francisco. The 76-mile line runs along the peninsula, ending at Gilroy. In the late 1800s, San Jose was
the state capital, and the line was built to link San Francisco to it. But San Jose lost its designation as the governmental seat before the line was completed. Eventually, the line was utilized as an economic booster fort San Jose.
On

right

Commuters make their way down a ramp at the Cahill Street station. In aii effort to curh trainrelated deaths on the train route, CalTrain recently spent $125,000 on ’no trespassing’ signs.
Last year, a reported 21 deaths occurred, mostly by either suicides or pedestrian-related deaths.
PHOTOS BY MICHAEL ANDREWS
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8:00 P.M.

It, 711
I Ir. I )cpartment’s station four
I:irefighters
t,
oh dinner after rushing to
on Leigh Avenilt
a call. The firefighters all take turns cooking and cleaning
and, according to some of them, have perfected both skills.
Besides the more than 200 emergency calls a month, station four, one of the newest in San lose, handles all the wooii
working and sewing duties for the rest of the city’s fire
department. There arc 30 other stations hesides station
rut,irli

10t1t.

PHOTO BY LEA TAURIELLO

3:30 P.M.

Miguel 1lernandez works at his family -owned fruit and
vegetahle stand in the San lose Flea Market on
Rerryessa Road. The market, which claims I
s
’d
lro
it
largest,
occupies
120w
acres e
and n
has ahout
80,000 visitors every week.
.X

PHOTO BY MICHELLE LEE
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1 1:00 P.M.

A onapl, dances the two-step
at the Saddle Rack country
and western bar on Auzerais
Avenue. The bar, equipped with
p,4I tables, live music and a
mechanical hull, is sometimes
revered as a huh for San Jose
country and western musk.

PHOTO BY DONA NICHOLS

Midnight at the Saddle RackDuring a lull in the dancing,
Stephanie Wakefield tests her skill
at hull riding. The mechanical hull
is one of the featured attractions
found inside the country/western
nightclub. Reputedly one of the
country’s largest western dance
estahlishments, the Saddle Rack
features two dance floors, a ’barber
chair: live music, line dance areas
and a Saddle Rack country store.
The atmosphere inside the place
is ’cowboy friendly. Its a place
where the young can go to kick up
their heels and the more mature
can kick hack and watch. A tip of
the hat and an "s’cuse me, ma’am"
are more likely to he seen and
heard than anything vulgar. ’Me
Rack’ feels more like a hometown
bar than the usual hometown bar.
PHOTO
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10:00 P.M.

Grout horns player
Lonny White, above,
also known as "Abeor-Seall," helps out
on vocals at the
Cactus Clul, on South
First Street, One of
the key purpose’s for
Grout is to have fun,
and to try and be "out
there" as much as pm:Ade. This philosophy
spills into their live
performances, right,
where memhers of die
hand may mmillitintes
join the audience.
All the hand members
have a character name
which are explained in
An I ’nhiased
Biography of Grout.’
In this fictitious hiog-

raptly, White’s character IS deSirikell "as a
Mall
Iii, year?: ill-idIlls
head were tWt,

1C1,011 -

al dies, each knowing
and hating the tidier;
existence. l’heref,,re
(hi, Irian was set in
comiant turmoil. Ili,
only darWh. whispering secrets into his
tromh, me and listening to its reSp1,116,
would a
SIMI.; ever appear Oil
his face. ’llese twri
entities seemed to
have names; Alit. and
Sean, hut since 11,1
one was sure who was
who, the singular
name, Alw-or-Sean,
was adopted.’

PHOTOS BY CHRIS SIMESCU
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1 ICI ’RS

2t1,
In

I life tiSarlitle:

1:00 A.M.

I )atite Crane gazes out the window with his date
Cheryl 001,0111....lt Di/P
1.11.11dy I/41P
1./04.
itICCItt’dii, tile heart tIf
F4IIIIII 1:IPPE S’ireet. ’ILI area IP popular among
the college crowd for its lively clubs and liars,
and is Iowan to occasionally draw in more popular mmicial acts.
PHOTO BY STEVE KEEGAN

12:30 A.M.

Memehers of the San Jose State chapter of the Sigma Nu fraternity engage in
sumo extra-curicular activities during their Mardi Ora. party at their fraternity
house on Tenth Street. Despite the weeltly parties, some fraternities at San Jose
State are feeling the repercussions of a commuter campus, where the majority of
the student body live away from die university. As a result, the Greek system is
facing it decline in new pledge meinhers.
PHOTO BY CARLOS GONZALEZ
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21:4:
in

HOURS
iiiedSan Jose

5:00 P.M.

An archway decorates the entrance of the San Pedro Square, a section of downtown that houses several restaurants and coffee houses. The businesses on this
street, as well as the others in downtown, have seen a huge economic hoom since
the National hockey League commissioned San Jose with the Shade:
PHOTO BY DONA NICHOLS

2:00 A.M.
As the local bars and clubs begin to close their doors for the
night, a pair of couples joke around while strolling down
Second Street.
PHOTO BY STEVE KEEGAN
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Try a
Naked Lunch*!
and other delicious
sandwiches, salads, soups,
desserts, coffee drinks and
beer and wine at the...

CLUCK U. CHICKEN
2603 The tlameda. Santa Clara (Neal to Sadeviay)

(2582)

241- CIL UCK

Hours:
on - Tue I I AM to mIdnIte
Ned - Sat II AM to 2 AM

MONDAY

23it ch alts 1 PM - 10:30PM

50¢ drafts :30PM - 11PM
$1 drafts 1PM - midnite
Budweiser
(Coors Li

located next to lobby of

CAMERA 3 CINEMA

Jo:

, --s

288 So. 2nd St.. Downtown San Jose
(corner of E. San Carlos)
Validated parking in
garage next door to cafe.

it..
,
;k

WEDM
Otth $3.5t
Red Hot
Biersch ot
and YOU

OPEN DAILY 11:30im lOpm

drafts
t)

A
I

CARRY OUT AVAIIABLE
For faster service call order to
998-0932 or fax to 998-0260

!

41
4
willpi

:

A

’One of the many creative
& tantalizing cafe sandwiches

DAY

- 2AM
..4111A114 .
3
- . ringers
ills . y SI.99
Ild $1 drafts

including I-Ispresso,
Lanes, Mochas,
Cappuccino’s and Steamers
(Singles or Doubles(
ETpu... 031 /06. cr0.4 one ortler per copy

NO MOVIE TICKET NEEDED TO DINE

The Original

Iiistomized
T-Shirts!
PAT. 01_3812

2S Ts

SO Ts

100 Ts

s7.09 s5.64 s4.92
£ c

each +Shipping and Handling

Join the TEAM and BONG
Bottle Bonger is the Original. Do not accept anything less!
Turns any 12 ounce Bottle into a Super-Shooter
No need for clumsy funnels or tubes, fits easily into shirt or
pocket for party mobility!
Can not finish college without one!
ACTUAL TESTIMONIALS:
"Freaked us out on tour"-Green Day.
it turned our Greek formal into a fluid guzzling freak show" - Lewis Skulnick.
To join Team Book Bonger
Send Cash, Check or Money Order of $8.00 ($5.00 + $3.00 S+H up to 10 bongers)
to:

TEAM BOTTLE BONGER
4960 Almaden Expressway #221
San Jose, CA 95118
Order sent within 2 days of receipt of order. For Greek Organizations or Groups.

call your Bottle Bonger Representative at (408) 977-8079

30
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c

msn

MIOMDA11/11
Prices quoted are for a one color print on
white 10095 cotton Hanes Beefy-Ts Tax
not included.
fax (441f0 MOM

usn

408

eludes 1
hour free
artwork!

al

2302 calaidsa

884351
itAinfitcs
Allama.441000114k

Camera
ne in as
GAME RA 3

S 2ndp.

HILARIOUS

THE
MONSTER

CL-rtlos

FINAL DAYS,
THE POSTMAN
FRENCH NAST

CAME GA ONE

948.3300

c
.5,
LAMERICA

ErrS S 1,-.1 SI

098-3300

JOHNNY DEPP IN JIM JARMUSCH’

DEAD MAN
Sal Ai MeNTTE Rocky Homo.. lAcrum Snow
413 THE ALAMEDA 287.1413
TOWNE 3

CEMETAMT MAN
SAT THURS, SNEERDIKE’S
NE TPAC ASIAN FESTIVAL OF
HEAVENLY PEACE
FILM TOUR
AMMATION fle
RUPERT EVERE IN

FRI SUN ONLY, I
THE GATE OF

HOLT WEAPON -4743 THE EAGLE SnoOTING HEROES
LOS GATOS -41 N San,’ Cru
345-0203
cHERTOTTEBRONTES
DOUBLE FEATURE

ANTONIA’S LINE
,PLUS RESTORATIO

JANE EYRE
11 JA ET, 14.0.00 TETT 9E

.CANDLES
. JEWELRY
NIL

. TOYS

THANKS
FOR PICKING
UP OUR
LAST
EDITION OF
ETC. FOR
THIS
SEMESTER.

Looted Is Ilewsainm Campbell belweee LeaWM Ave. and MeIL1j Road !racks
FOR INFORMATION ON CIRRL.T PlIUDI,

TIONS

(408) 866-1408

QEM

’Performances Fridays & Saturdays at S pm.

5uy 1 Admission
and Receive
Secona One Free

HAVE A
SAFE AND
FUN SUMMER
VACATION
AND WE’LL
SEE YA IN
THE FALL!

. T-SHIRTS
. AND STUFF YOU CANT
GET ANYWHERE ELSE!
S FIRST ST S
408 -28 -SMACK

10’)/o OFF W/ STUDENT ID.’

lloOlitiGHT
and

aRTINIS

WED/SAT/SUN Deep BouseiTrisei
11URSDAY Divalluoglani
(BirdcageieSackse)
FRIDAY Retro

170 W. St JOHN STREET,

947-1667

SAN JOSE

V01111

&La’
75 koom
00 +

e/

Tax
One or two persons
Large In-Room Jacuzzi.
. VCR.
. Free Hot Breakfast.

Arena Hotel

SHAPE UP FOR SUMMER!
(77
1041 vti).6

o’

STRESS RELIE
SELF CONFIDE
SELF DISCI
SELF DEFENS

ACADEMIC WM4;4)4

FLAHERTY’S KENPO KARATE
SPORT KARATE & SELF DEFENSE
1030 PIEDMONT RD SAN JOSE 95132
(408)729-3501
SERVING THE BAY AREA SINCE 1976

lost
(408) 294-6500
Valley Park Hotel
71111\i _vol I) \ s.,S\

SJSU
STUDENTS
ONLY!

2404 STEVENS ( :REEK III S I),SANy )1

(408) 293-5000
Frce

E.II L.111{4

othrr 14,4144am
Sorra. won. nor.. .1444N

Mity I 4, 1.5 (Hi. 1.1 gtxml

tirtIrro ii.,nuiLilleht

$35
RE C. 75

Melody of

raspberry jtiice vvnik
raspberries nnd bananas

W/TH IS COUPON

RECEIVE A

FREE
KARATE
UNIFORM

Get a FREE smoothie or
coffee drink when you buy one
at regular price with this ad!
4,1.1rw.

N.-1.y

Mal

If,

*Over 20 5m04thie Flavors

ZUCC

’Full Espresso Dar
’Italian

Sodas

*Salads and Pastries

Gaffe Zucco
"FM0.11

JUICV

to

Java"

74 South First Street
(408) 297-9777

ca-c’erhntrr emoloymen, ar1tNia-,1+,...1
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This project was made possible in part by a grant
from Professional & Printing Imaging, Eastman
Kodak Company

Specializing in:

-

Graduation Portraits

Model Photography

Family Portraits

Copy and Restoration

(’hildren’s Portraits

Corporate Photography

13 & W Portraits

Advertising Photography

Ask for special discounts for SISII students!

(408) 246 FOTO_3686)
900 5. Winchester Blvd., Suite 1

San Jose, CA 95128

2 Hour E6

Custom B/W
4 Hour (-41
and B/W Contact Sheets

1 NA

Drum Scanning
FIRE 1000+ Film Imaging

Murals

CD Rom

1

Slide Dupes

Mac and PC Formats

Copy Work

Digital
Retouching

Ilfochrome
Rush Service

A,
101.1??.?3111

I Ifi 1 G 3/E 1 ?JIM] G.
CALYPSO IMAGING IN( 7000 MARTIN ARE SANTA (IARA (A 130 AM 800 PM
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